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FOREWORD
This report presents the results of studies conducted during the Extension
Period of the Orbital Transfer Vehicle Engine Study, Phase A - Contract.
Engine trade studies and system analyses leading to a baseline engine selec-
tion for the Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Point Design Study were con-
ducted by Rocketdyne, a Division of Rockwell International, under contract
NAS8-32996--administered by Marshall Space Flight Center of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The NASA Contracting Officer's
Representative and Alternate Contracting Officer's Representative were
Mr. Dale Blount and Mr. James F. Thompson, respectively. Mr. H. G. Diem
was the Rocketdyne Program Manager. The technical effort was conduct+-d
under the direction of Mr. A. J. Sobin, Study Manager.
The Final Report is submitted in three parts:
Vol. I	 , Executive Summary
• Vol. II-A, Study Results
Vol. II-B, Programmatics and Cost
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) in which the oxygen/hydrogen OTV engine
will be utilized is part of the planned space transportation system (STS).
The OTV, carried into a logy: earth orbit by the Space Shuttle Orbiter, will
extend the operating regime of the STS beyond the capability of the basic
Space Shuttle, to include higher altitude orbits, geosynchronous orbits,
and other space missions. For the past several years, NASA, the Department
of Defense, and various vehicle and propulsion system contractors, including
Rrchetdyne, have been studying OTV related requirements, missions, vehicle
configurations, and engine systems for this application. The goals of the
vehicle and propulsion system studies have been the definition of and tech-
nology development for a high-performance, low-operating cost, reusable long
life space system with the required operational versatility and payload
retrieval capability. The basic OTV user requirements for the OTV propulsion
system are shown in Fig. 1, together with an artist conception of the vehicle.
Two concepts have been defined by NASA as potential designs for the Orbital
Transfer Vehicle: these are the all-propulsive orbit transfer vehicle (APOTV)
and the aero-maneuvering orbit transfer vehicle (AMOTV). The baseline design
of these preliminary studies had assumed an uprated shuttle orbiter with
100,000-pound payload capability to low earth orbit. As an interim vehicle,
the current 65,000-pound payload capability shuttle orbiter would be used.
The baseline mission defined by NASA for the OTV Phase A Engine Studies was
a four-man, 30-day sortie from low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit and
return to low earth orbit. A reusable oxygen-hydrogen upper stage with the
high performance which tnese propellants offer is essential to achieving a
defined round trip payload of 13,000 pounds.
The Phase A Extension OTV Engine Study performed by Rocketdyne has resulted in:
(1) Performance optimization of advanced expander cycle engines
in the 10 to 20K pound thrust range,
(2) Selection of a recommended advanced expander engine configuration
based on maximized performance and minimized mission risk, and
definition of the components for this configuration,
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(3) Characterization of the low thrust adaptation requirements
and performance for the staged combustion engine,
(4) Generation of a suggested safety and reliability approach for
OTV engines independent of engine cycle,
(5) Definition of program risk relationships between expander and
staged combustion cycle engines, and
(6) Development of schedules and costs for the DDT&E, production,
and operation phases of the 10K pound thrust expander engine
program.
The Phase A Extension OTV Engine Study concluded that an advanced expander
cycle engine is a viable contender for selection as the OTV main engine.
This appraisal of the expander is based on performance optimization, on
reliability and development risk assessment, and on a comparative cost evalua-
tion. In addition, the gain in simplicity of the expander cycle engine
configuration over the staged combustion engine configuration and the ability
to directly apply to the expander the technology developed from the staged
combustion engine programs make the advanced expander an attractive choice
for OTV propulsion.
To accomplish the effort described in the Statement of Work (SOW), the following 5
technical study tasks were defined:
Task 8 Advanced Expander Cycle Engine Optimization
Task 9 Alternate Low Thrust Capability
Task 10 Safety, Reliability and Development Risk Comparison
Task 11 10K Expander Engine Programmatics
Task 12 Vehicle Systems Studies Support
This report is organized by study tasks and summarizes the results of these
tasks. The work was performed during a 9-month peri;,u from July 1.979
through May 1980.
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TASK 8: ADVANCED EXPANDER CYCLE ENGINE OPTIMIZATION
The overall objective of Task 8 was to optimize the performance of expander
cycle engines with vacuum thrusts of 10K, 15K, and 20K, and with a maximum
retracted length of 60 inches and a mixture ratio of 6:1. The information
generated forms the basis for a point design engine. The resulting engine
configuration meets the engine requirements and life listed in Table 1.
The variables and trades considered included but were not limited to those
shown in Table 2. The requirements of Table 2 conform with the Phase A
Extension SOW and were considered to be the detailed objectives of Task 8.
All of the detailed objectives listed have been realized.
TABLE 2. CONTRACT DATA REQUIREMENTS AND
DETAILED OBJECTIVES OF TASK 8
Trade Study Areas
8.1 Combustion chamber length and diameter
8.2 Cooling jacket pressure loss and heat pickup
8.3 Cycle variations such as turbine exhaust heat regeneration,
series or parallel turbine flow path, and turbine gas reheat
8.4 Control, requirements and methods considering minimum control/
passive control and impact on weight, cost and reliability
8.5 Power balance at turbine bypass flows and pump discharge
pressures reflecting statistical deviations from nominal
operating efficiencies and weight/performance trades
8.6 Chilldown and/or start losses
RI/RD80-155-2
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TABLE
OTV ENGINE REQUIREMENTS
PHASE A EXTENSION
k_ -
TECHNOLOGY LEVEL
02/H9L BELL NOZZLE ENGINE
. 1980 STATE-OF-THE-ART
. MAN-RATED SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION
ENGINE LENGTH (IN)
60/110 (MAX/MIN)
. GIMBAL Tj DECREES PITCH
±6 DEGREES YAW
ROOST PUMP INLET TEMPEPA-
TURE/NPSH
102 = 162.7/2 (R/FT)
L112 = 37.8/15
PERFORMANCE/OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS
MIXTURE RATIO ~ 6:1 TO 7:1
THRUST, TBD"
10,000:15,000:20,000 LB
SPECIFIC IMPULSE, TBD'*
CHAMBER PRESSURE, TIED"
WEIGHT, UP*
ENGINE ROWER (CYCLE, TBD*
TBU BY EFFECTS ON VEHICLE
PERFORMANCE AND WEIGHT
(REFERENCE NASA TMX - 73394)
OPERATIONAL
IDLE MODE FOR LOW THRUST
MANEUVERS
G02 AND G119 TANK PRESSURIZA-
TION
SERVICE FREE LIFE,
GQ CYCLES OR 2 HOURS
SERVICE LIFE BETWEEN OVER-
HAULS, 300 CYCLES OR 10 HOURS.
Page S
The engine configuration selection was based upon a payload performance optimiza-
tion and upon an assessment of the mission risks associated with each of the
engine and component concepts defined. Performance optimization consisted of
quantitative evaluation of engine system parameters affecting chamber pressure,
specific impulse, engine weight, and mission average specific impulse and their
final influence on payload. Parameters considered in the performance optimiza-
tion are presented in Table 3. Aspects considered in the risk assessment are
indicated in Table 4.
TABLE 3. PARAMETERS CONSIDERED IN PAYLOAD
PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
Parameters Affecting Pc , Steady State I s , and Engine Weight, WENC
Turbine Arrangement
Main Pump Drive and Speed
Smooth Combustor Length
Thrust Chamber Thermal Enhancement
Expansion Area Ratio
Turbines Bypass Flow Margin
Pressure Drop Margin
Maximum H2
 Bulk Temperature
Turbine Gas Regeneration
Turbine Gas Reheat
Boost Pump Drive
Geared
Gas Driven
Hydraulic
Parameters Affecting Mission Average I
s
Boost Pump Drive
Autogeneous Heat Exchanger Location
Turbine Gas Regeneration Heat Exchanger Location
Controller Type
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TABLE 4. ASPECTS CONSIDERED IN RISK ASSESSMENT
State-of-the-Art
•	 Soundness of Mechanical Design
Life
Man Rating (Complexity, Safety, Reliability)
Cost, Producibility
Maintainability
Handling
Off-Design Flexibility
Control Flexibility
Development Flexibility
Packaging Flexibility
Component Integration Flexibility
Section I presents the engine configuration selected based on performance
maximization with particular attention to reduction of mission risks.
Judicious selection of performance levels and component designs was made to
provide ample mission risk margins. Section II presents the performance
optimization results in more detail, and Section III extends the results of
the 10K and 15K thrust level to the 20K thrust level.
RI/RD80-155-2
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SECTION 1. SELECTED ENGINE CONFIGURATION, SUMMARY
The design --haracteristies of the baseline engine configuration selected from
Task 8 studies ?re presented in Table 5. This selection resulted from specific
impulse performinc:e and weight optimization of the engine in the IOK-15K Ibs
range of thrust. Selection of component design and performance levels was made
to provide design margins that will reduce engine development risks. Although,
for the engine length selected. performance optimizes at an area ratio of 900:1,
Lhe recommended design utilizes a nozzle with expansion area ratio of 625:1.
The lower value facilitates altitude testing in idle mode, reduces test and
fabrication costs, and results in a lower engine weight.
TABLE 5. PERFORMANCE-OPTIMIZED ADVANCED EXPANDER CYCLE ENGINE
BASELINE DESIGN CHAP.ACTERISTICS
BASELINE DESIGN
CHARACTERISTICS
• FULL THRUST (VAC), LB 15.000
• MIXTURE RATIO 6
• CHAMBER PRESSURE, PSIA 1610
• EXPANSION AREA RATIO 625
• SPECIFIC IMPULSE, SEC 482.5
• PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE, PSIA
• OXYGEN 2682
• HYDROGEN 4621
• PUMP SPEEDS, RPM
• OXYGEN 56,100
• HYDROGEN 107,140
• TURBINE INLET TEMP, R 955
• RETRACTED LENGTH, IN. 00
• EXTENDED LENGTH, IN. 117
• ENGINE DRY WEIGHT, LB 415
• TECHNOLOGY BASIS 1900
DESIGN FEATURES
• FULL-FLOW REGEN COOLING
• SERIES MAIN TURBINES
• GH2•DRIVEN LOW PRESSURE FUMPS
• SMOOTH-WALL 20 IN. LONG COMBUSTION CHAMBER
• AUTOGENOUS TANK PRESSURIZATION
RI/RD80-155-2
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POWER CYCLE CONFIGURATION
Power Cycle parameter optimization was carried out in the range of thrusts lOK-
20K lbs. For each thrust, the cycle parameter optimization resulted in higher
chamber pressures than earlier studies had shown, which increased specific impulse
and decreased engine weight. The trends of increasing gravity losses with
decreasing thrust forced the optimum payload to occur in each optimization case
at or near 15,000 lbs of thrust. Cycle optimization produced similar results at
all of the thrusts investigated but was most pertinent at 15K lb thrust.
Four major areas of power cycle optimization were examined: main turbine
arrangement, cycle energy source, high pressure pump design, and boost pump
drive. Cycle configurations resulting from the first two areas were: parallel
main turbines, series main turbines, turbine gas regeneration and turbine gas
reheat. These cycles and combinations thereof are illustrated in Fig. la. Thev
were evaluated with smooth-wall combustors and with thermally enhanced combustor
configurations.
Main Turbine Arrangement
The selected chamber pressure of 1610 psia is consistent with 1980 technology and
uns obtained with optimized turbomachinery operating in a series main turbine
arrangement (Fig. 2) for maximum utilization of available energy in the hydrogen
coolant. A series turbine arrangement makes maximum use of the hydrogen flow
available and, therefore, maximizes power in a flow limited power cycle like the
topping expander cycle. Turbine design is sensitive to volumetric flowrate and
the series design maximizes flow to both turbines. The series turbine arrangement
also provides geometry conducive to higher values of turbine admission and
Improved turbine efficiencies. Parallel main turbines were evaluated and found to
yield chamber pressures 255 psia lower than the series main turbine arrangement.
The selected engine main fuel turbine is a two-stage impulse turbine with 3.1
inch rotor diameter, which operates at a tip speed of 1600 ft/sec. All turbine
blade stages are fully shrouded. Exit guide vanes are used to minimize discharge
turbulence losses. Hydrogen turbine inlet gas temperatures of 955 R are
RI/RD80-155-2
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SCHEMATIC NO,1.PARALLELTURBINE
02
02 	 H2
2.SERIESTURBINE
3.TURBINE GASREHEAT
5TURBINE GASREHEATIREGEN
H2 PUMP COOLANT JACKETS TURBINES
4.HEAT 	 TURBINE GASREGENERATION	 COMB. 	 NOZZ. 	 0EXCH.	 _H2 PO2
Figure la. Expander Engine Schematics
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Figure 2. Advanced Expander Cycle Baseline Engine
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obtained through a combination of up-pass combustor cooling and one and one-half
down pass nozzle cooling with combustor and nozzle in series, utilizing full
regenerative hydrogen flow. This scheme allows the highest turbine inlet temp-
erature through high hydrogen bulk temperatures in the nozzle where heat fluxes
are lowest; and lower bulk temperatures in the high heat flux combustor for
increased life margin.
Cycle Energy Source
A smooth-wall combustor with a length of 20 inches from injector face to throat
was selected as the main source of thermal energy input into the hydrogen
coolant based on trade studies where turbine gas regeneration, turbine gas
reheating, and combustion chamber thermal enhancement methods were evaluated as
means of augmenting the turbine gas inlet temperature.
The turbine gas regeneration cycles (Fig. la) provided high turbine inlet temp-
eratures with low combustor heat inputs and resulted for most combustor lengths,
in higher chamber pressures than cycles that did not use regeneration, Fig. 3.
However, the lower combustor heat inputs led to specific impulses only slightly
higher than the basic unregenerated engine cycle due to lower hydrogen injection
temperatures from the turbines to the main injector. A turbine gas regeneration
cycle with the heat exchanger located between the combustor and nozzle coolant
jackets provided the highest specific impulse increase (1.4 sec), yet penalized
the engine system with a heavy heat exchanger, and required a high heat ex-
changer thermal effectiveness of 90 percent. As thermal effectiveness is
synonymous with heat exchanger surface area, large heat exchangers are required
for what appears to be not very significant gains in specific impulse. Further
optimization of the heat exchanger design is required before this cycle can
become competitive.
Thrus t
 char!ber thermal enhancement provided significant increases in both chamber
pressure and specific impulse over the smooth-wall combustor (Fig. 3). The per-
formance increases (DI s - 5 sec) are significant but do not warrant the selection
of this concept as the baseline mainly because of the development status of this
configuration. The thermally enhanced thrust chamber has not been hot-fire
RI/RD80-155-2
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Figure 3. Heat Transfer Enhancement Concepts and Regeneration Comparison
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tested and, therefore, must be treated as advanced state of the art. The thermal
enhancement combustor chamber. however, was retained as an alternate (or backup)
concept to provide an added margin for thr 20 inch combustor heat loads since it
coulu be incorporated in a later de g ►elol:ment configuration. The baseline engine
will be designed with the capability of accepting thermal enhancement as an
engine growth concept.
High Pressure Pump Designs
tdthin the bearing DN limits established by the 1980 technology groundrule and
other groundrules for pump and turbine parameters, hydrogen pump speeds of
107,000 rpm are required to provide maximum efficiency of utilization of turbine
derived power. The engine pump speeds and bearing DN are consistent with 20 mm
diameter bearings which have received extensive testing in the Advanced Space
Engine (ASE) fuel (MK48F) and oxidizer (1 40048-0) pump technology development
programs.
Because of the high torque required to drive both main pumps from a single turbine
and the resultant impact on gear life, a single turbine with Reared drives was
ruled out for the high pressure turbom- chinery. Similar life considerations
were used to rule out dual turbines with synchronizing gears ever, though this
scheme may be advantageous for ease of engine control during engine transient
buildup and decay.
The fuel pump design is a three-stage centrifugal machine with inducer and
axial inlet. similar to the successful design of the ASE. The fuel impellers
are 3.5 inches in diameter with a tip speed and stake specific speed of 1630
ft/sec and 675 respectively. The oxidizer pump is a single stage centrifugal
pump of 2.2 inches impeller diameter, 560 ft/Sec tip speed and 1280 specific
speed. Dimensions and speeds conform with 1980 state of the art groundrules:
listed in the main body of this report.
Boost Pump Drive
The impact of boost pump drive method upon overall engine performance 1s small
RI/RD80-155-2
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because of the low horsepower requirements for these pumps, therefore, other
factors must provide the basis for selection of the boost pump drive method.
Gaseous hydrogen turbine drives were attractive for the low pressure hydrogen and
oxygen pumps based uGor± trade studies considering performance, transient charac-
teristics, flexibility of design, complexity, and packaging and testing flexi-
bility. The boost turbines are placed in parallel arrangement with the main
oxidizer turbine. Adequate flow and pressure ratio is obtained for these
turbines at these locations. The gaseous hydrogen turbine drive approach pro-
vides for the possibility of some degree of control over the start transient.
Operation is initiated early in the sequence of events and thus enhances systew
chilldown during tank head idle mod s- (Till). This turbine drive allows fcr maxi-
mum flexibility of packaging, provides flexibility in off-design operation, has
good life capability, and provides flexibility during development testing since
boost pumF components can be tested separate from the main pumps.
Geared drives were studied on the basis of the maximum life demonstrated
(5.56 hours) at a pitch line velocity of 16,000 fpm (Ref. 1). A pitch line
velocity of 25,000 fpm would be required to maintain high main pump performance.
This high pitch line velocity coupled with a 10 hour life requirement could
result in a significant development problem.
Partial flow hydraulic drives, which utilize a portion of the main pump output
flow for the turbine power are the second best choice for the oxidizer boost
pump which provides high performance, flexibility in packaging and Rood life
capability. However, the startup of the hydraulic turbines would lag the main
pump startup and, therefore, would not provide any benefit during start chill-
down. In addition, the reintroduction of two-phase flow from chilldown of the
hydraulic turbine loop into the main pump inlet may inhibit pump operation
during the start transient.
Another configuration Studied was the full-flow hydraulic turbine where the
hydraulic driven turbine is placed behind the main pump inducer and utilizes
the full main pump flow. The advantages of the full-flow hydraulic boost pump
RI/RD80-155-2
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drive are integrated packaging, zero leakage and thus zero nonpropulsive pro-
pellant losses, and good life capability. However, low required NPSH for the
boost pumps and limited turbine diameter (main pump inducer diameter) result in
low available horsepower for boost pump drive. Coupling of boost pump and main
pump heads results in reduced main pump speeds, efficiency and increased weight.
In addition, the boost pumps do not start until the main pumps start rotation
providing, therefore, no start chilldown benefit. The integrated arrangement
also litr' 4 packaging and component development floxibilities.
Cooling Circuit
The cooling circuit selected is a full-flow regenerative scheme depicted in
Fig. 4. All of the hydrogen flow, except for pump seal leakage and that used
in supplemental cooling, is used in cooling the thrust chamber and nozzle in
series arrangement. This hydrogen flow enters the combustor coolant jacket
from the pump outlet at an expansion area ratio of 6:l and cools the combustor
by flowing in an up-pass manner. Entrance at this area ratio provides the
lowest coolant temperatures at the mos: critical chamber cross section (0.5 in.
upstream of throat) which govr-rns chamber life. It also results in the lowest
hydrogen bulk temperatures exiting the combustor coolant jacket and, therefore,
enhances chamber life. Toe coolant flow is collected at the injector plane and
routed to the nozzle coolant distributing manifold at an expansion area ratio
of 6:1. From here it flows to the end of the nozzle (c - 210) in a down-pass
manner from where the coolant it returned in up-pass manner to exit the nozzle
at an area ratio of 100. From here the heated hydrogen is directed to the fuel
turbine. This circuit allows for the highest fuel turbine inlet temperatures
since they are governed by the maximum allowable nozzle coolant bulk tempera-
tureN (1260 R) compatible with safe nozzle wall temperatures.
A one and one-half up-pass circuit starting; part way .sown the nozzle and having;
as final point the injector plane was considered but not selected since the
maximum hydrogen bulk temperature is controlled b y the ruiximum :allowable com-
bustor wall temperature and results in the lowest furl turbine inlet tempera-
Cures (1000 R).
RI/RD80-155
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(a) FULL-FLOW REGENERATIVE COOLING
(b) 14-PASS REGENERATIVE COOLING
Figure 4.	 Cooling Circuits Schematics
COMBUSTOR AND NOZZLE DESIGN
Injector
Coaxial injection elements and a transpiration cooled rigimesh faceplate have
been selected for the baseline engine design. This configuration offers proven
performance, reliability, and complete fabrication experience for minimum itera-
tion during design and development. The coaxial/rigimesh concept has been
applied successfully, using liquid oxygen and gaseous hydrogen, to numerous
Rocketdyne injector designs varying in chamber pressure from 700 psi to 4000
psi, with corresponding thrust levels from 3000 to 470,000 pounds of thrust.
Because of the high level of experience with the selected injector system, a
high level of confidence exists in the disciplines of combustor stability and
performance prediction. Performance prediction is provided with the SDER com-
puter program which correlates to existing designs within + 2%. The confidence
that stable combustion can be achieved is based on extensive coaxial injector
element testing and studies performed to identify and improve stability charac-
teristics.
RI/RD80-155-2
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The injector proposed has 108 concentric elements with oxidizer flowing through
the center orifice and fuel in the outer tube. The outer element length will
reflect stability considerations in its sizing. The faceplate is rigimesh to
provide for transpiration cooling of the combustion chamber surface. A piston
ring at the edges of the rigimesh plate allows for axial growth of the injector.
Element distribution will provide uniform mass distribution over the entire
injector face.
Combustion Chamber
The combustion chamber is configured with a smooth hot wall and a length of 20
inches. The hot wall is regeneratively cooled with hydrogen flowing in axial
passages from the throat region toward the injector face. The coolant channel
geometry favors a contraction ratio of 4 which allows doubling the number of
passages from the throat to the combustion chamber. The chamber configuration
represents 1980 technology. Existing chamber fabrication technology is directly
applicable to this design; heat pickup correlation is traced to directly appli-
cable ASE thrust chamber testing. Structurally, the mechanism responsible for
low cycle fatigue in the channel geometry is understood, is directly applicable
to the design, and finds basis in SSME, ASE, and 40K thrust chamber testing.
Ma'erials will consist of a NARLOY 7. hotwall with conventional coolant channels
milled into the outer diameter. The channels are closed out with an .011 copper
electroplating and a .055 nickel-cobalt structural electroplate over the copper.
Combustion Chamber Alternate
A combustion chamber length of 20 in. is necessary for the specific impulse and
combustion chamber pressure performance desired for the advanced expander engine.
Larger chamber diameters increase surface area but simultaneously decrease heat
transfer coefficient so that no significant gains are obtained in heat loads.
One alternative to length is the thermally enhanced thrust chamber which provides
approximately 28 percent heat load enhancement in a shorter 17 in. long chamber.
However, because heat transfer verification and low cycle fatigue (LCF) impact
cannot be assessed with the same level of confidence as for the smooth wall
design, the thermally enhanced thrust chamber concept is proposed as a possible
alternate for future engine growth.
RI/RD80-155-2
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Fixed Nozzle
Configuration trade study results for the fixed portion of the nozzle reveal a
highly developed state of current technology in this area. The selected design
configuration has a thorough development basis in performance, reliability,
fabrication and maintainability. It consists of a NARLOY Z channel cooled con-
figuration in the high heat flux region near the throat plane and a thin wall
A286 brazed lightweight tube structure from an expansion ratio of 6 to 210.
The coolant makes a frill pass down and a half-pass up in this arrangement. The
configuration provides a low wall temperature with a low nozzle pressure drop
cooling requirement. The tubular section uses 320 A286 tubes through the
E = 100, 2 to 1, splice point and down to the extendible nozzle attach plane
where the tubes are manifolded to an equal number of A286 tubes for the half-
pass back up to the e = 100 point.
EXTENDIBLE NOZZLE DESIGN
Dump-cooled Nozzle
Because cooled metallic nozzles are considered current state-of-the-art, a
hydrogen dump-coole.i Nozzle was selected for the baseline engine configuration.
The retractable nozzle extends from an area ratio of 210 to 625. The single
downpass cooling circuit is formed by 1080 round tapered tubes, and made from
nickel plated Inconel 625 material. The exiting coolant flew is manifolded to
a plenum that feeds an annular expansion nozzle with area ratio of :10:1. The
heated hydrogen (1720 F) at this area ratio provides a specific impulse of 507
sec; approxiamtely 5 percent higher than the thrust chamber specific impulse
and sufficient to offset some of the losses incurred in non-propulsion leakage
flows of the pumps and turbines. Cooling of this nozzle is feasible at all
engine mixture ratios and only requires it off-design different coolant flow
splits with ether thrust char..ber components than at on-design mixture ratio.
No structural problems are expected with this type nozzle during start and shut-
down transients, full thrust, or during normal handling. Its fabrication is
more elaborate, weight and cast higher than concepts such as the radiation cooled
RI/RD80-155-2
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carbon-carbon nozzle but its technology is more readily available. Performances
of dump cooled and radiation cooled nozzles are comparable with no significant
changes expected from either nozzle type.
Radiation Cooled Nozzles
Refractory metallic and carbon-carbon radiation cooled nozzles were examined for
application to the extendible nozzle. The Space Shuttle OMS 6,000 lb thrust
engine uses a Columbium nozzle which has a disilicide coating to prevent oxida-
tion. Exploratory development testing has been conducted by industry on a carbon-
carbon nozzle for application to both solid and liquid propellants. Each of
these concepts will be given further evaluation during the Advanced Expander
Engine Point Design Study contract. Detailed comparisons will be made in the
areas of life capability, fabrication, weight and cost. Upon the completion of
these studies, the extendible nozzle configuration will be finalized.
A carbon-carbon nozzle concept was examined in extendible.nozzle trade studies.
This concept was found to be lighter in weight and simpler in construction than
the dump-cooled nozzle concept. A nozzle wall with approximately 1/8 in. wall
thickness was found sufficient to provide, with adequate external support (hat-
band), the rigidity and strength required during mainstage operation. The nozzle
can be radiation cooled at the nozzle area ratios used for the extendible nozzle
and since carbon strength increases with temperature it can stand expected temp-
eratures near 2200 F. Carbon heated to these temperatures in the presence of
superheated steam, however, undergoes reaction and conversion into carbon mon-
oxide, hydrogen and traces of methane (well known water-gas reaction) with
erosion of the carbon surface. metallic surface coatings and metallic species
diffused in the carbon matrix are some of the protective means that have been
proposed, but need experimental evaluation.
Start and shutdown transients and possible oxygen rich cutoffs are other condi-
tions that may aggravate the erosion of the carbon and is considered to be an
obstacle in meeting nozzle life requirements. An additional area of concern is
the thermal shock experienced by the nozzle during start and shutdown.
RI/RD80-155-2
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Nozzle Area Ratio
The performance of the engine is presented in Fig. 5 as a function of expansion
area ratio. These data can be used for selection of the final area ratio
desired of the nozzle. It is seen that nozzle area ratio can be reduced from
the peak value of 900 to a value of 625 while incurring a specific impulse loss
of only 0.5 sec. Idle mode testing places an additional requirement on altitude
simulation test facilities. The use of lower area ratios to reduce the possi-
bility of flow separation and damage to the nozzle due to increased heat and
pressure loads in separated flow is, therefore, advantageous.
POWER AND CONTROL MARGINS
Engine power margins required for engine-to-engine component efficiency varia-
tions and control margins are inet by providing a 10 percent system pressure
drop reserve in conjunction with a 10 percent turbine bypass flow reserve.
These combined reserves provide for probable variations in turbomachinery
efficiencies indicated in Table 6 which were obtained from SSME experience
together with coolant jacket_ pressure drop and heat load uncertainties as esta-
blished in ASE thrust chamber testing. In addition, these reserves provide for
a 5 percent turbine bypass flow for thrust control and 3 percent margin on this
latter requirement. This provides a total of 8 percent of turbine flowrate as
a thrust control allowance. All these contingencies can be met (as shown in
Table 6 ) with either 23% bypass flow or 19.8% pressure drop rP gerve. To
balance out possible disadvantages inherent in either method a 10/10 percent
split was selected. Larger turbine bypass flowrates tend to reduce turbo-
machinery component efficiencies and make design more difficult, while larger
pressure drop reserves affect pump discharge pressures adversely. The margins
are based on worse :ase engine to engine variations. The flow and pressure
drop margin equivalences in Table 6 are based on influence coefficients for
off-design engine operation obtained in computer model studies.
RI/RD80-155-2
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Equivalent
AP Margin
Engine-to-Engine Equivalent Turbine % Upstream
Variation	 Bypass Flow Margin ,% 	 Turbine
Component Uncertainties:
Fuel Pump Efficiency, + 1.6
Points
Fuel Turbine Efficiency, + 2.0
Points
Oxidizer Pump Efficiency, + 0.8
Points
Oxidizer Turbine Efficiency, + 2.0
Points
Coolant Jacket Pressure + 8.0
Drop, % Nominal
Coolant Jackets Heat Load, + 12.0
y Nominal
Control Requirements for Mixture Ratio Excursions:
Turbines Bypass Control -
Flow
Control Flow Margin -
Total Margin Requirements
(All Flow or All AP)
Margin Requirements (50-50
Split Between Flow and
AP)
	
2.47	 -	 or	 - 2.12
	
2.19	 -	 or	 - 1.88
	0.1 	 -	 or	 -	 .15
	
0.46	 -	 or	 -	 .40
	
1.00	 -	 or	 -	 .86
	
8.76	 -	 or	 - 7.53
	
5.00	 -	 or	 - 4.30
	
3.00	 -	 or	 - 2.58
	23.06	 or	 19.82
10	 and	 10
ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM
To enable co::trol of thrust and mixture ratio level during mainstage and start,
Rocketdyne has defined a simple three-valve closed-loop control system. The
control points selected have capability to fully control the engine thrust and
mixture ratio over Lhe full range of required engine operating conditions. The
control modulates the areas of the oxidizer main valve, the turbine bypass
RI/RD80-155 -2
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valve, and the oxidizer turbine bypass valve to achieve independently the
proper balance of propellant flows for independent control of thrust and
mixture ratio.
In mainstage, closed loop thrust and mixture ratio control are exercised as
required by the system controller and vehicle commands. The three modulated
valves depicted on schematic in Fig. 6 are used for control of thrust during
start transients and mainstage, and for control of mixture ratio between 6:1
and 7:1. Thrust control is most sensitive to modulation of the turbine's
bypass valve located in parallel arrangement with the two main turbines.
Mixture ratio control is most s%naitive to the main oxidizer valve situated
in the liquid oxygen line downstream of the main oxidizer pump. An oxidizer
turbine bypass valve increases the sensitivity of the thrust control valve
during mixture ratio extremes. It performs its function by varying the flow-
split between oxidizer and fuel turbines.
Closed Loop Control
The thrust and mixture ratio levels are variable upon vehicle command. The
control is required to maintain engine thrust and mixture ratio, within antici-
pated values of +5 percent and +2 percent, respectively, of the commanded
mainstage values. This type of precision is similar to Centaur upper stage
engine thrust and mixture ratio precision requirements of +2 percent. These
can be relaxed somewhat for the OTV, especially on the thrust requirement.
Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) precision requirements are +6000 lb in thrust
(+1.25x) and +2 percent in mixture ratio. A closed loop control is required
for this type of precision.
As illustrated in Table 7 for a staged combustion cycle (SSME) wide variation
in thrust and mixture ratio would be experienced if the engine used no controller
with mechanical valve sequencing, or electrical sequencing with no valve positive
control (open-loop control). Full range controls, or mainstage trim controls
(closed-loop control techniques) provide the lowest thrust and mixture ratio
variations. The same would be true for an expander cycle engine except
variations will not be as pronounced in the case of the open-loop controls.
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TABLE 7. EXPANDER CYCLE ENGINE PERFORMANCE
AND CONTROL TYPES
IN-RUN 6 RUN-TO-RUN IN-RUN
ENGINE
CONTROL THRUST
	 MR THRUST	 MR
CONCEPT VARIATION	 VARIATION VARIATION	 VARIATION
No Controller
20% 0.8 Units 7% 0.3 Units
Mechanical Sequencing
Electrical Sequencing
20% 0.8 Units 7% 0.3 Units
No Valve Positive Control
Mainstage Trim
2% 0.1 Units 2% 0.1 Units
Controls
Full Range
21 0.1 Units 2% 0.1 Units
Controls
As shown by control system trade studies, open-loop control with limited author-
ity trim adds a closed loop to a scheduled open loop control. This control
achieves the precision of closed loop for steady-state performance via the trim
loop (Table 7 ). It does not achieve the dynamic response precision of a
closed-loop control system because the trim loop is ineffective for large
transients. This type of control is thus not effective during start and shut-
down.
A closed-loop control is necessary to meet the projected OTV requirements. It
has the following advantages:
1. It allows replacement of components (other than the main combustion
chamber and injector) without hot-refine of the engine.
2. It minimizes the need for calibrating control valves and actuators.
3. It maintains performance even with a change in operating charac-
teristics of components, thus enhancing engine capability to
exceed required life.
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Engine Controller Functions
The closed -loop engine control system selected (Fig. 7) provides the elements of
sensing and monitoring engine performance, the electronic controller (one of whose
functions is to generate electronic commands to modulate and sequence the valves),
the final control elements (valves) to execute those commands, the ignition system,
and the electrical harness to interconnect the engine control system.
s^
HARNESS ASSEMBLY
IGNITER
z
0 VALVES
SENSORSf
	
Figure 7. Engine Control System
CONTROLLER
The control of the engine and its operating modes during start, mainstage and shut-
down account for approximately 11 percent of the functions required of the engine
controller and control system. Other major function categories comprise the fol-
lowing percentages of the total function; Checkout and Status Monitoring 34%, In-
put/Output Data Processing 21%, and Protection of Engine and Man-Rated Capability
34%.
Checkout and status monitoring includes those functions starting during engine
preparation for flight and continuing during engine operation. They ascertain
the viability of each component to operate and to continue operating during
the flight. The input/output data processing includes all those listed
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functions for eagine maintenance and performance evaluation, the processing of
commands and monitoring of status, failures and initial conditions. The pro-
tection of engine and manrated capability group includes all the functions
concerned with safe and reliable operation of the engine. It is believed that
all of these functions must be present in the OTV engine control system to
provide the reliability required of this reusable engine as used in the OTV
manned missions. The man rating and safety requirements for the OTV cannot
be met without the engine control, engine health monitoring and checkout
provided by the controller.
ENGINE OPERATION
Engine starts to full thrust are effected from idle mode conditions. Idle mode
occurs in two stages. The first, tank-head-idle, provides pumr and system con-
ditioning flows under existing tank vapor pressures. The second, pumped idle
mode, provides autogeneous pressurization of the propellant tanks enabling the
engine pumps to obtain required NPSH during mainstage operation.
Tank Head Idle
In tank-head idle the main propellant pumps are restrained from rotation while
the low pressure pumps are allowed to operate and aid in the delivery of flow
for thermal conditioning of the system. Initial trade studies indicate that
it is desirable to have gas driver, boost turbines which can start the boost
pumps ahead of the main pumps to provide the latter with required NPSH and to
aid in start conditioning.
Initial tradeoff also indicates that the heat exchanger required to vaporize
the liquid oxygen prior to entry into the thrust chamber van he located in the
turbine bypass circuit just upstream of the main injector (Fig.6 ). The heat
exchanger provides stability on the thrust chamber oxygen side during tank head
idle. With turbine bypass valves closed in tank head idle, maximum hydrogen
flow is routed through the heat exchanger and through the low pressure pump
turbines. Further tradeoff in these areas will be performed in the Point-
Design Expander Engine Study.
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Pump-Fed Idle
Upon completion of pump chilldown and system conditioning, the engine enters
the pump-fed idle stage to provide pressurization flow to the propellant tanks.
This enables the engine to obtain pump NPSH required for transition to main-
stage. To initiate this stage, all valves are opened at rates and to positions
which provide for quick engine response and ensure stability of the pumps and
coolant jackets during steady-state pump-fed idle conditions. Additional opti-
mization of valve opening and sequencing will be performed using the transient
analysis computer model being developed for the Point-Design Expander Engine
Study. The main oxidizer valve opening will also receive optimization to pro-
vide mixture ratios compatible with system stability and high performance.
Pump-fed idle steady-state thrust is approximately 1800 pounds at a chamber
pieasure of approximately 200 psia. At this pressure, flow instability is not
expected in the thrust chamber coolant jackets. Desired mixture ratios are
maintained as high as cooling and power constraints allow (but not greater than
7;1) and will be established during Point-Design Studies. The engine will run in
pump-fed idle mode until tank pressures providing NPSH of 2 and 15 are available
for the oxidizer and fuel pumps respectively, at which time the engine can
receive the mainstage thrust command.
Mainxtage start is initiated through pre-established ramping of the turbine by-
pass and main oxidizer valves. Kamp rates are determined to prevent excessive
miture ratio and thrust overshoots in the thrust chamber. Optimization of valve
opening rates will be performed in the Point-Design Study with the transient
model to achieve thrust chamber pressure and temperature environments compatible
with engine prescribed cycle life. Engine shutdown transient requirements and
valve operation will also be examined to obtain satisfactory results for main-
taining engine life.
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ENGINE BALANCE AND PERFORMANCE
A detailed power and flow balance point at design mixture ratio of 6:1 and at
off-design mixture ratio of 7:1 is presented in Table 8 for the selected concept.
System operating pressures at design mixture ratio are indicated in pressure-
budget schematic in Fig. 6.
Important features of the balance include:
0 10 percent fuel flow and 10 percent pressure drop reserves
0 Full-flow regenerative cooling of both combustor and nozzle
0 Dump-flow cooling of retractable nozzle
0 Series main turbine arrangement
0 Three-stage
 fuel pump and single-stage oxidizer pump
0 Hydrogen gas driven low-pressure pumps
This design is the rA.nit of optimization to maximize engine specific impulse
with resulting assign values for chamber pressure, nozzle area ratio, an* nozzle
percent length for an engine retracted length of 60 in. The engine dimensions
are depicted in Fig. 9. Delivered engine performance at on- and off-design mix-
ture ratio according to JANNAF performance loss breakdown procedures is detailed
in Fig. 10. The performance is Fig. 10 has as starting point, the theoretical one-
dimensional equilibrium performance of the propellants reacted at the conditions
existing in the tanks. To this base performance, the effects of the propellant
heating, pressurization, combustion, friction, divergence. and leakage losses are
superimposed. Combustion. kinetic and nozzle divergence losses amount to 7.6
seconds and are broken down as shown in Fig.10a. These losses have been verified
through correlation with measured AS" +erformance. The effects of regenerative
heating of the propellants aad red , : ^n of entropy during the expansion process
in the nozzle appears in the net regenerative heat gain and boundary layer loss
terms. These are the two larger contributions to the performance. The difference
between tho--- cwo terms (1.77 seconds:) reflects the interaction between regenera-
tive heating and friction drag. Pump leakage losses and the improved specific
impulse effect of heating and dumping hydrogen in the dump coolant nozzle are
included in the dump and leakaf loss of 1.14 second. The delivered engine speci-
fic impulse is 482.5 sec.
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TABLE 8.	 ENGINE DESIGN POINT BALANCE
Design Variables
MR-6
Values
MR -7
Values
General
Thrust,	 lbf 15,000 15,000
Chamber Pressure,
	 psia 1610 1568
Mixture Ratio,	 Engine 6:1 7;0:1
Mixture Ratio,	 Thrust Chamber 6.45:1 7.58:1
Specific	 Impulse	 (Engine),	 seconds 482.5 474.3
Specific
	
Impulse
	 (Thrust Chamber),
	 seconds 483.4 475.0
Engine Fuel	 Flowrate,	 lb/sec 4.44 3.95
Thrust Chamber Fuel	 Flowrate,	 lb/sec 4.12 3.64
Engine Oxidizer	 Flowrate,	 lb/sec 26.62 27.67
Thrust Chamber Oxidizer 	 Flowrate,	 lb/sec 26.58 27.63
Dump Coolant Fuel	 Flowrate,	 lb/set 0.2c 0.28
Turbomachinery
Low-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Speed, 	 rpm 6889 6921
Low-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Efficiency 0.71 0.70
Low-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Horsepower 9.116 10.03
Low-Pressure Oxidizer Pump	 Inlet Pressure 16.33 16.33
Low-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Outlet	 Pressure 86.33 86.33
Low-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Diameter, 	 inches 3.18 3.18
Low-Pressure Fuel	 Pump Speed,	 rpm 28,546 26,367
Low-Pressure Fuel	 Pump Efficiency 0.71 0.71
Low-Pressure Fuel	 Pump Horsepower 20.45 15.92
Low-Pressure Fuel	 Pump	 Inlet Pressure,	 psia 18.82 18.82
Low-Pressure Fuel
	
Pump Outlet
	
Pressure,	 psia 73.82 67.0
Low-Pressure Fuel	 Pump Diameter,	 inches 2.73 2.73
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TABLE 8 .	 ENGINE DESIGN POINT BALANCE
Design Variables
MR a 6
Value
MR - 7
Value
General	 Turbomachinery
High-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Speed, rpm 58,111 58,360
High-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Efficiency 0.723 0.722
High-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Horsepower 351. 363
High-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Outlet Pressure, psis 2662 2638
High-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Diameter, inches 2.2 1.2
High-Pressure Fuel Pump Speed, rpm 107,141 98,937
High-Pressure Fuel Pump Efficiency 0.58 0.57
High-Pressure Fuel Pump Horsepower 1749 1349
High-Pressure Fuel Pump Outlet Pressure, psis 4542 3920
High-Pressure Fuel Pump Diameter, inches 3.50 3.50
I
High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Diameter. inches 4.70 4.70
High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Flowrate, lb/sec 2.92 2.92
H'gh-Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Admission. % 20 20
High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Tip Speed, ft/sec 1333 1339
High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Velocity Ratio 0.48 0.55
High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Efficiency 0.68 0.67
High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Pressure Ratio (total-to y-total) 1.16 1.16
High-Pressure Fuel Turbine Diameter, inches 3.10 3.10
l
High-Pressure Fuel Turbine Flowrate, lb/sec 3.70 3.26
High-Pressure Fuel Turbine Admission, X 37 37
High-Pressure Fuel Turbine Tip Speed, ft/sec 1600 1478
High-Pressure Fuel Turbine Velocity Ratio 0.44 0.40
High-Pressure Fuel Turbine Efficiency 0.70 0.69
High-Pressure Fuel Turbine Pressure Ratio (total-to-total) 1.64 1.52
Combustor Coolant Flowrate,	 lb/sec 4.12 3.64
Combusto r Coolant Pressure Drop, paid 411 323
Combustor Heat Input, Btu/sec 10,813 10,134
Combustor Exit Temperature, R 807 842
Nozzle Coolant Flowrate.	 lb/sec 4.12 3.64
Nozzle Coolant Pressure Drop,	 psid 7.0 5.0
Nozzle Heat Input,	 Btu/sec 2027 1893
Nozzle Exit Temperature, R 955 990
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Figure 9. Engine Geometry
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Off-Design Engine Performance
Off-design engine performance is indicated in Fig. 10b• The engine operates at
the same thrust at off-design mixture ratio of 7:1 as it does at design mixture
ratio of 6:1. Constant thrust is Arromplished with the thrust and mixture ratio
control valves. The engine delivers 474.3 seconds of specific impulse. The
major difference between the on-design and off-design performance is in the kine-
tic loss which is approximately 3 times higher at off-design, because of the
higher thrust chamber mixture ratio: 6.45 for design, 7.58 for off-design.
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SECTION II - DETAILED DISCUSSION OF
TASK 8 STUDY RESULTS
In Task 8, engine performance optimizations were conducted to select the engine
configuration recommended for the Advanced Point Design Engine Study. These
optimizations were performed in the range of thrusts of 10K - 20K lbs. Para-
meters considered in the performance optimization are shown in Table 3. Engine
configurations and component concepts were chosen on the basis of performance
maximization with particular attention to reduction of overall mission risks.
Trade studies were conducted to evaluate associated risks through assessment of
aspects indicated in Table 4. These studies were used to guide the selection
of the engine configuration.
POWER CYCLE CONFIGURATION
Four major areas of power cycle configuration optimization were examined: main
turbine arrangement, cycle energy source, high pressure pump design, and boost
pump drive. Cycle configurations resulting from the first two areas were
parallel main turbines, series main turbines, turbine gas regeneration, and
turbine gas reheat. These cycles and combinations thereof are illustrated in
Fig. 11. These cycle configurations were evaluated in conjunction with smooth-
wall combustors and with thermally-enhanced combustors. In each case, combustor
length was allowed to vary between the limits of 10-26 inches. The lower limit
represents the length of a conventional combustion-performance optimized com-
bustor. The upper limit was set by the smooth-wall chamber bulk temperature
limit (1000 R) determining wall material temperature limits desired for
required combustor life.
Main Turbine Arrangement
The main turbine arrangements of series and parallel were evaluated with the
first two cycle configurations indicated in Fig. 11. All the combustors used
in this evaluation used thermal enhancement. The cycle optimizer code was
allowed to optimize engine specific impulse under the following constraints;
RIJRD80-155-2
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Figure 11. Expander Engine Schematics
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bearing DN, turbine and pump geometry relating to 1980 state-of-the-art;
combustor length limits of 10 to 20 inches; coolant jacket bulk temperature
limits of 1000 R and 1260 R, respectively, for combustor and nozzle; and
certain flow and pressure drop margins to be discussed in another section.
The optimizer was allowed to vary nozzle expansion area ratio, pump speed,
chamber pressure, pressure ratio and combustor length to arrive at an optimum
delivered specific impulse and a corresponding chamber pressure. Results for
the series versus parallel turbine case, for a thrust level of 15,000 lb, can
be seen in Fig. lla by comparing the first two cycle configurations shown.
The series turbine arrangement attains approximately 230 psi higher in chamber
pressure than the parallel turbine arrangement. The reason for this is that
more flow is available to each turbine in the series configuration than in
the parallel arrangement. The higher flowrate allows higher turbine power.
It allows also higher volume flow in the turbines and, therefore, improved
turbine efficiencies and higher turbine arc of admission. The higher chamber
pressure in the series turbine arranged engine results in higher nozzle expan-
sion area ratio and thus approximately 2 seconds higher specific impulse.
Turbine Gas Reheat and Regeneration
The same procedure and constraints used in the main turbine arrangement
studies were used to evaluate the turbine gas reheat and turbine gas regenera-
tion concepts. The turbine gas regenerator was placed either upstream of the
combustor coolant jacket or between the combustor and nozzle coolant jackets
as illustrated in Fig. 11.4 and 11.5. The evaluation of the gas reheat and
regeneration cycles was carried out with two groups of cases. In one group
the combustor length was not allowed to optimize and was instead given dis-
crete values and a maximum permissible length of 20 inches. Thus the maximum
coolant bulk temperatures were not attained in all cases. Both the smooth
wall combustor and the thermally enhanced combustor were evaluated.
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Figure lla. Chamber Pressure and Specific Impulse
for Parallel and Series Turbine Cycles
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Smooth Wall Combustor. The nozzle outlet temperature (turbine inlet tempera-
tore) fur these cycles is shown in Fig. 12 as a function of combustor length.
It is seen that a smooth wall combustor achieves a maximum turbine inlet tm-
perature of 877 R at a length of 20 inches. In a regenerative cycle configura-
tion (with heat exchanger) the smooth wall combustor achieves 928 R turbine
inlet temperature at the full 20-inch combustor length. The heat loads for
these cases are shown in Fig. 13. As length increases, the smooth wall com-
bustor heat loads and nozzle outlet temperatures increase linearly with length.
A heat exchanger cycle increases hydrogen bulk temperature by storing heat from
the turbine exhaust and pumping it into the cold hydrogen entering the combus-
tor coolant jacket. With low heat loads from the coolant jackets, the regenera-
tive cycle achieves higher nozzle outlet temperatures than the unregenerated
configuration. The heat exchanger cycle increases the nozzle outlet tempera-
ture more at the short lengths than at the longer lengths. If the combustor
length of the smooth wall chamber were allowed to extend beyond 20 inches,
there would be a length where the combustor jacket bulk temperature would be
at its 1000 R limit (Fig. 14). At this length, a heat exchanger is obviously
not required to obtain the required heat load and bulk temperature limit, so
that the curves with and without a heat exchanger will coincide. Extrapola-
tion of the data in Fig. 14 indicates this will happen at a smooth wall com-
bustor length of 26 inches. The heat exchanger in the regenerative cycle thus
becomes of diminishing significance as the combustor length increases. The
combustor length cannot be increased indefinitely without incurring higher
specific impulse losses due to lower nozzle percent length, lower nozzle heat
loads because of diminishing surface area, and loss of power-packaging volume
as the extendable nozzle split plane moves closer to the combustor throat. A
combustor length of 20 inches was therefore chosen as upper limit.
The corresponding chamber pressure curves are shown in Fig. 15. Since chamber
pressure is a direct function of nozzle exit temperature, it is seen that it
increases with the smooth wall chamber length. It is also seen that a regenera-
tive cycle increases chamber pressure more at the shorter chamber lengths. As
chamber length approaches 20 inches, the heat exchanger provides chamber pres-
sure gains of less significance (22 psis at 20 inches length). The heat loads
at this length (Fig. 13) are lower for the cycle with a regenerative heat
R1/RD80-155-2
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exchanger than for the cycle without. The reason for this is that the heat
exchanger raises the combustor inlet temperature which in turn lowers the
combustor heat pickup capability. This is important because specific impulse
(unlike chamber pressure) is sensitive to the main injector hydrogen inlet temp-
erature which is lower in the case of the regenerative cycle at a chamber length
of 20 inches (Fig. 16). Thus a turbine gas regenerative cycle achieves specific
impulse performance equal to that of the non-regenerative smooth wall chamber
configuration at a chamber length of approximately 18.5 inches, and at 20 inches
its I s performance is below that of the unregenerated smooth wall combustor
(Fig. 17).
For the short length combustors (near 10 inches in length) the limit on the
amount of turbine gas regeneration possible is determined by the oxidizer
turbine located downstream of the heat exchanger, in the case where the heat
exchanger is placed upstream of the combustor coolant jacket. At the short
combustor length combustor heat is limited; too large a heat exchanger reduces
the inlet temperature of the oxidizer turbine to a level where the cycle power
balance is no longer possible. Therefore, the oxidizer turbine limits the size
of the heat exchanger by placing a limit on the fuel turbine inlet temperature
which, in turn, limits the chamber pressure attainable.
The performance of the smooth wall combustor with regenerative heat exchanger
between combustor and nozzle jackets is shown in Fig. 17. The cycle configura-
tion schematic is shown in Fig. 11. Since the bulk temperature limit is that
of the nozzle (1260 R), the achievable turbine inlet temperatures are higher
with this regenerative heat exchanger cycle. The chamber pressures and hydrogen
inlet temperatures at the injector are also higher than with the unregenerated
smooth-wall chamber, and thus the engine delivered Is is higher by approximately
1.4 seconds.
The location of the oxidizer turbine in this case is downstream of the combustor
and outside of the fuel turbine gas regeneration loop. Ample energy is available
to the oxidizer turbine and it does not become cycle power limiting as in the
case where the heat exchanger was placed upstream of combustor coolant jacket.
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The weight of the heat exchanger required between coolant jackets is, however,
high because of the low densities of the hydrogen at the combustor outlet bulk
temperature. A regenerative heat exchanger weight of 120 lbs. was calculated.
The weights of the heat exchangers when placed upstream of the combustor jacket
were one order of magnitude less.
Expansion Area Ratio Effects. As chamber length is increased in the
smooth wall combustor from 10 to 20 inches, nozzle expansion area ratio is
affected by the increasing chamber pressure and the decreasing nozzle length.
For the smooth wall chamber without a regenerative heat exchanger, the increase
in nozzle area ratio caused by the chamber pressure increase more than compen-
sates for the reduction in area caused by the combustor length increase and
corresponding reduction of nozzle length. Therefore, at the 20 inch combustor
length a gain in area ratio ' (Fig. 18) has been obtained and also a gain in
hydrogen injector inlet temperature with a resultant gain of 5.6 seconds (Fig.
17) in specific impulse.
When a regenerative heat exchanger is used upstream of the combustor jacket, the
gain in nozzle area ratio with chamber pressure (as combustor length is increased
from 10 to 20 inches) is not sufficient to cancel the loss in nozzle area ratio
caused by the 10 inch reduction in nozzle length. The nozzle at the 20-inch
combustor length, has a lower area ratio and a lower hydrogen injection temp-
erature and, therefore, a lower specific impulse, Fig. 17. With a heat exchanger
placed between the coolant jackets the nozzle area ratio at the 20 inch combus-
tor length point is also lower than for the 10 inch combustor length case but
the hydrogen injector inlet temperature is higher and thus a gain of 1.4 sec. of
specific impulse is obtained.
Thermally-Enhanced Combustor. The thermally-enhanced chamber reaches the com-
bustor jacket bulk temperature limit of 1000 F at a length of 17.1 inches (Fig. 14). At
this length, it also achieves its highest heat load, highest nozzle hydrogen
outlet temperature, highest chamber pressure, and highest I s . The I s is 10.5
sec. higher than the conventional 10 inch length smooth wall chamber configura-
tion.
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Between the combustor lengths of 10 and 17 inches, the thermally-enhanced
chamber configuration loses more nozzle area ratio from the increase in chamber
length, than it gains from the increase in chamber pressure (Fig. 18). The
gain obtained in delivered engine specific impulse in the combustor length
range 10-17 inches is mostly the result of the increase in fuel injection	 R
temperature (Fig. lb).
When the enhanced chamber engine configuration is provided with a heat ex-
changer upstream of the combustor coolant jacket, the nozzle outlet temperature
is increased considerably for the short, 10 inch long combustor. This causes a
moderate increase in chamber pressure, but at the same time a reduction in
combustor jacket heat load, because the fuel inlet temperature increase reduces
the heat load pickup capability of the combustor jacket. The overall result is
a cancellation of the higher P c benefits by the lower fuel injection temperature.
As a result equal specific impulse values are delivered by the regenerated and
the unregenerated thermally enhanced chamber configuration at a chamber length
of 10 inches. As chamber length is increased in the regenerated thermally
enhanced chamber case, the nozzle outlet temperature gains with combustor
length diminish until at a combustor length of 17 inch no gains are obtained.
The combustor jacket bulk temperature limit has been reached at this combustor
length and the system does not require a heat exchanger for optimization. The
optimizer turns the heat exchanger off at the 17 inch combustor length.
Chamber pressure gains occurring as a result of the higher nozzle outlet temp-
eratures as combustor length increases from 10 to 17 inches would increase area
ratio, but the nozzle length reduction from increasing the combustor length in
effect causes an overall reduction of area ratio. the combined result is no
increase in specific impulse from the addition of a heat exchanger to the
thermally enhanced chamber configuration in the combustor chamber length range
of 10-17 inches.
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I Full-Optimization, Turbine Gas Reheat and Regeneration
The second group of cases to evaluate the turbine gas reheat and regeneration
cycles utilized a full-optimization procedure using a thermally enhanced chamber
where chamber length optimized within the maximum limit of 20 inches. The tur-
bine gas regenerator in these cases was placed upstream of the combustor coolant
jacket, Fig. 11. Results are shown in Fig. 19 for
	
configurations	 No. 3,
4, and 5. It is seen that the turbine gas reheat cycle (3) attains approximately
the same chamber pressure and specific impulse as the turbine gas regeneration
cycle (4). The optimization of each of these two cycles results in very high
and nearly identical nozzle expansion area ratio, and nozzle length, and there-
fore, similar specific impulse. The chamber pressure is determined by the maxi-
mum combustor coolant jacket hydrogen bulk temperature limit of 1000 R. Since
both configurations have thermally enhanced combustors and combustor length is
allowed to increase in both, the bulk temperature limits of 1000 R are reached
in both configurations, resulting in equal chamber pressures. With nearly
equal combustor lengths in each configuration, equal specific impulse is obtained
with equal total length restraints (112 inches extended).
With the regenerator pl€ced between the combustor and nozzle coolant jackets
(cycle No. 5), the chamber pressure attained is 1774 psis, 38 psia higher than
cycle No. 4. Regeneration is performed In the case of cycle No. 5 with the
nozzle coolant jacket (Fig. 11) and since this component has higher bulk tem-
perature limits, the turbine inlet temperature attained is 1225 R, 100 degrees
higher than in cycle No. 4. The higher chamber pressure results in higher ex-
pansion area ratio but only a slightly higher specific impulse (.1 sec). The
latter is the result of the nearly flat trend of specific impulse with area
ratio at these high chamber pressures, and the fact that specific impulse at
a given area ratio does not increase significantly with chamber pressure.
From the above examples, it follows that the maximum hydrogen bulk temperature
prior to entry into the turbine determines the chamber pressure for a turbine
flow limited cycle like the expander topping cycle. The bulk temperature limit
is set by the wall temperature limit of the component just upstream of the turbine
and is reflected in the hydrogen bulk temperature limits of 1000 R and 1260 R,
respectively, for the combustor and nozzle coolant jackets. As long as sufficient
thermal enhancement is provided in the combustor to achieve the imposed bulk tem-
perature limit, any o f the cycles defined will reach a maximum specific impulse
nearly equal in every case. The thermally enhanced chamber is thus capable of
delivering a specific impulse of 485.5 sec at a thrust of 15K lb.1 RI/RD80-155-2Page 51
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SUMMARY - 15,000-LB THRUST RESULTS
A summary of important performance parameters of the optimization study is pre-
sented in Table 9 for the 15,000-1b-thrust level engine using a smooth-wall
chamber with and without turbine-Ras regenerator. The data are tabulated in
the order of ascending specific impulse performance. It is seen that within
the total engine length used in the optimization studies of 112 in., the maximum
performance of 482.8 sec of I s is obtained without a turbine gas regenerator at
a combustor length of 26 inches, with a chamber pressure of 1663 psis, a nozzle
expansion area ratio of 643 and a nozzle percent length of 66.2 percent of
ideal. Optimization of nozzle length remains another possible option. Prelimi-
nary design studi::s i.ndicate that gimbal plane-to-injector distances can be
optimized as well as nozzle retracting mechanism length and location, all of
which will provide efficient utilization of maximum available length. An in-
crease of 10 inches in nozzle length is within the range of possible design
improvements to be explored in the Advanced Expander Point Design engine Study.
The resulting improved engine length of 117 inches can provide higher specific
impulse (483 sec) with a shorter combustor and nozzle area ratio of 900. Idle
mode testing considerations would favor lower expansion area ratios to preclude
the possibility of flow separation in th.: nozzle. Since the nozzle area ratio
can be varied about the optimum without a large reduction in specific impulse,
a loss of 0.5 sec in specific impulse can be incurred to provide an expansion
area ratio reduction to 625 and an improvement in nozzle percent length. Both
of these changes provide for ease during idle mode testing by increasing the
nozzle exit discharge pressure and the flow inclination at the nozzle discharge
plane. This last configuration is recommended for the Point-Design Study. No
heat exchanger for turbine gas regeneration is required.
A summary of the thermally-enhanced chamber optimization results is shown in
Table 10. It is seen that within the 112-inch engine length restriction a
specific impulse of 485.4 sec is predicted without turbine gas regeneration.
Engine length optimization as in the case of the smooth wall chamber can add
nozzle length (10 in.) and area ratio and the potential of 2.6 sec increase
in T s . For reasons explained in the next section, this was not selected as
the primary concept for the Point-Design Study.
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TECHNOLOGY LEVEL
A pictorial representation of the engines considered in the optimization studies
is presented in Pig. 20 grouped according to technology level requirer.t„ts.
Specific impulse and engine weight (the parameters which influence payload di-
rectly) are shown as well as chamber pressure and area ratio (which affect
engine development testing). In the group of engines constituting state-of-the-
art technology it is seen that a gain of approximately 8 sec has been achieved
above that of the engine with conventional combustor length; within a reasonable
nozzle expansion area ratio (625). No technology advances are required to ob-
tain the quoted performance. Chamber pressure (power) margins are provided for
contingencies arising from engine-to-engine component performance variations,
heat transfer, and system pressure drop. These will be discussed in a subse-
quent section.
Larger gains in performance can be obtained if technology advances are conai-
dered in the areas of improved heat exchangers for turbine gas regeneration and
in heat transfer enhancement in the chamber. A moderate gain of 1.4 sec is
indicated for the turbine gas regenerative cycle over the performance of the
state-of-the-art concepts. Technology advances are required to reduce the size
and weight of the heat exchanger so as to maximize the conversion of this per-
formance advantage into payload advantages, With the present caledlated heat
exchanger weight, a loss in payload (22 lb) results. Exchange factors of 70 lb
of payload per sec of I s and 1 lb of payload per 1 lb of engine weight have
been used from Phase A OTV Engine Study results.
A more significant gain in performance of 5 sec and a reduction in engine
weight are obtained with the thermally enhanced chamber configuration over the
state-of-the-art chambers for a corresponding gain in payload of 357 lbs. This
concept, however, requires test verification before it can be implemented,
therefore, it is included in the category requiring technolog, advances beyond
the current 1480 level. Because of its potential, this concept is considered
an alternate for future growth capability of the selected smooth-wall chamber
concept.
E
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BOOST PUMP DRIVE
A performance trade study was conducted to evaluate the effect of boost pump
drive method upon the optimum 15K expander cy le operating point.
One basic schematic was selected for study. Variations in boost drive method
were appliP 4
 to this schematic. The schematic selected was a series
main turbine configuration with full-flow regen cooling and no heat exchanger.
Fig. 21 shows the basic schematic. This figure is applicable to gear-driven or
hydraulically driven boost pumps, because no gas path is shown for the low pressure
turbine drive. A typical variant of this configuration is illustrated in
Fig. 22, showing gas-driven boost turbines.
Placement of gas-driven boost turbines in this cycle is an important issue.
The full-flow re:gen cooling scheme makes driving the boost turbines from the
nozzle coolant jacket less attractive than in the case of split-flow cooling
because there is no convenient way of partitioning the hydrogen flow between
the boost turbine(s) and main flow. In addition, placing the boost turbine
upstream of the main turbine is made difficult due to the lack of sufficient
pressure drop to provide adequate boost turbine pressure ratio.
Running the boost turbine(s) downstream of the main fuel turbine and in parallel
with the oxidizer turbine solves these problems, and appears attractive because
the excess flow available to the oxidizer turbine is utilized. This arrangement
was selected for study of the gas-driven boost turbine option.
The five alternate drive methods considered were:
1. Both low pressure turbines gas driven in parallel with the main
oxidizer turbine.
2. Low pressure fuel turbine gas driven in parallel with main oxidizer
turbine, low pressure oxidizer pump gear driven from high pressure
oxidizer pump shaft.
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Figure 21. Cycle Schematic, Showing
Hydraulic and Gear Boast Pump Drive
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Figure 22. Gas Driven Boost Turbines
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3. Low pressure fuel. turbine gas driven in parallel with main oxidizer
turbine, low pressure oxidizer turbine hydraulically driven
4. Both low pressure pump s
 gear driven from their respective main pumps
5. Low pressure turbines gas driven in parallel, and in series with main
turbines which are also in parallel
The results of specific impulse optimization balance runs condkieted for each of
these options are summarized in Table 11.
It is apparent that the options (2), (1). and (4) are essentially equivalent in
performance. Option (1) is somewhat lower in performance. Option (5) offers
the poorest performance, dut, to pressure-ratio limits imposed by the series-
parallel arrangement. Fig. 1 3 illustrates this arrangement. The pressure
ratio of the main turbines are liriited in this: scheme by the flow requirement
of the boost turbines, which are driven by tte nozzle coolant gas. As main
turbine pressure ratio is increased in response to higher P. levels, the back
pressure on the boost turbines is increased. This reduces the boost turbine
pressure ratio, and increases their flow requirement. The system can respond
by readjusting the coolant flow split to provide higher nozzle coolant flowrate.
Nozzle flowrate is itself Iilllited. however, I)v the eoolin^, requirement-: of the
combustor. Because of the split-flow coolitir scheme, the two jackets compute
for coolant flow. When tilt , comiltlstor coolant reaches its hulk temperature
limit, no more flow can be diverted into the nozzle. The series-parallel
arrangement thus limits chamh.r pressure to it value lower than that implied by
the available power. This faa• t is illustrated by comparing the present case
(gas-driven boost turbines. series-parallel. 1'c = 14.' 0) with case (1) Fit;. 12
using gear-driven 1,00st pump-;. 	 Chu latter vase ,thieves .1 chamber pressure of
1540 psi, and a specific impulse of 481.6, approximatei y three seconds above
that of the ser tes-parallel case. 	 1lhwevel' , the d i t t ereilee: ; a111olij , all Options
examined are small in absolute terms.
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TABLE 11
BOOST PUMP DRIVE METHODOLOGY STUDY
F - 15K
Case No. Configuration Description Pc Is E PDF % L
1 LPFT Gas Driven 1742 485.8 757 4524 71.6
LPOT Gas Driven
2 LPFT Gas Driven, LPOP 1786 485.9 793 4897 70.6
Geared
1
3 LPFT Gas Driven 1795 486.0 842 4680 68.6
LPOT Hydraulic
4 Geared/Geared 1717 485.6 751 4499 71.2
5 Boost Turbines in 1420 480.5 678 372k 71.5
Parallel, in Series With
Parallel-Arranged Main
Turbines
Figure 21. Series-Parallel Turbine Arrangement
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POWER AND CONTROL MARGINS
Engine power margins required fur engit ►r-to-engine component efficiency
variations and control margins are met by providing a 10 percent system pressure
drop reserve in conjunction with a 10 percent turbine bypass flow reserve.
These combined reserves provide for probable engine-to-engine variations in
turbomachinery efficiencies and coolant jacket pressure drop and heat load
uncertainties. These reserves were established from a study which determined
what deviations are to be expected during the expander OTC' engine testing in
turnomachinery efficiencies, thrust chamber heat load, Find coolant jacket
pressure drop; and what sensitivities in chamber pressure are to be expected
in the selected cycle configuration from variationF in the turbine bypass flow
and the pressure drop reserves.
Power Cycle Parameter Sensitivities
In order to assess the sensitivity of the expander cycle to variations in
predicted efficiencies, heat load, pressure drop ar.d turbine bypass flow, an
analytical model was developed. The approach used was to write an expression
for the system power balance as a function of the major system variables:
F . F (Pc, n tH2
1
 
nt02
9
 
npH2 , np02 , QC + QN, APj , Wm)	 (1)
with F defined by:
F _ HPturb - HP pump(2)
WH2	WH2
Relation (2) results from the condition that the enthalpy increase in the pumps
match the enthalpy drop in the turbines.
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Differentiation of relation (1) yields:
i
dPc	
- E 1 i / BPc) dni - ( BQ /3FBPc dQ1
1 BAP / BPc) dAP j - ae^ /P dwm	 (3)
where
ni represents the ith turbine or pump efficiency
Q represents total available heat input in BTU/Sec
APj represents jacket pressure drop in psi
Wm
 represents margin flowrate, expressed as a fraction of total hydrogen
flow
In order to obtain numerical estimates for each of the terms in relation (3),
relation (2) was expanded as follows for a typical expander cycle where the
main turbines are arranged in series. The horsepower of the boost pumps is
ignored for simplicity, with only slight effect in accuracy due to the low
level of boost pump power.
HP	
•2618 APH2 *H
2 pump + .
2618 AP02W02 pump
P	
nPH2PH2	 nP02PO2
APO and APH are further expanded in terms of P c , turbine pressure ratio, and
2	 2
system pressure drops. The resulting expression for pump power, after algebraic
manipulation and division by WH , is:
2
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Hp
l	 PD	 + QPFV - Pin 2
	
(1 - WD)	 (4)
WH2	 [K3npH2PO2	 H2	
H
K2Pc - PinO2 + APOV
+ MR
K3nPO2pO2
where
PD is pump discharge pressure, psis
Pin is pump inlet pressure, psia
WD is the fraction of hydrogen used as dump coolant
APFV is main fuel valve pressure drop, psia
APOV
 is main oxidizer valve pressure drop, psia
MR is mixture ratio (W02/WH2)
Kl - main fuel injector pressure drop multiplier
K2 - main oxidizer injector pressure drop multiplier
K3 - 1/.2618
A similar expansion of turbine power results in:
HPturb(5)
W—.--	 nft (1 - WD)( 1 - Wm) CPH2TinH2K5 f(PrH 2 . Y)
2
+ n OT ((1 - WD)( 1 - Wm)(1 - Wg)) CP02TinO2K5 f(Pr02, Y)
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with
	
f (Pr, Y)	 1 - ^Pr
	 Y
Wg - fraction of hydrogen bypassed around main oxidizer turbine
Tin - turbine inlet temp, R
Cp - hydrogen specific heat, BTU
R
778	 TU
conversion from 
Sec 
to HP
	
K5	
SSO
These relations (4 and 5) were incorporated into a short computer model written
in the PROSE language. PROSE (Problem Solution Engineering System) is a high-
level language which incorporates calculus concepts at the commEnd level. It is
thus possible to evaluate the partial derivative of, say, X with respect to Y
by the PROSE statement
P - . PARTIAL (X,Y)
without becoming involved in the numerical details fo the differentiation.
The resulting model was exercised at a number of different thrust and chamber
pressure levels. Table 12 summarizes the critical expander power cycle
parameter sensitivities obtained with the model at two different thrust levels.
Engine-to-Engine Variations
Probable engine-to-engine variations in component parameters which affect the
chamber pressure significantly are shown in Table 13. The turbomachinery
efficiency variations were obtained from SSME experience and constitute the
deviations used in determining maximum and minimum delivered performance.
Coolant jacket pressure drop and coolant jacket heat load deviations were taken
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TABLE 12
EXPANDER POWER CYCLE PARAMETER SENSITIVITIES
Partial	 Units	 Thrust - 10K	 Thrust - 15K
aF ^.b 	
+.50426
	 +.50420
aPc	 psi
aF(
	 lb	 1-653.84	 -682.782t1ft %Points/100//
a oFt	 lb	
_1-37.66
	 -144.92art
	
(%Poiqts/106)
aF	 lb	 998.93
	 -962.89arl fp
 (%Points/106)
aoFp	lb
	 1-128.91
	 -143.83
^— %Points/100/
aF	 r	 lb	
-.0474
	
-.03275
aQ	 ; Btu/sec
aF	 lb	
+.1931	 +.1774Mp
	( psi
3F	 (	 lb	
+619.51
	 +623.72
?W	 ` lb/sec )
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TABLE 13
COMPONENT UNCERTAINTIES AFFECTING CHAMBER PRESSURE
Engine-to-Engine
Variations
Fuel Pump Efficiency	 ±1.6
Fuel Turbine Efficiency, Points 	 t2.0
Oxidizer Pump Efficiency, Points 	 t0.8
Oxidizer Turbine Efficiency, Points 	 t2.0
Coolant Jacket Pressure Drop,	 t8.0
% Nominal
Coolant Jackets Heat Load, % Nominal 	 ±12.0
from ASE experience. They represent the deviation between values calculated
during the thrust chamber design effort and values measured during the experi-
mental thrust chamber program.
Turbine Flow and Pressure Drop Reserves
The power cycle parameter sensitivities (exchange factors) and the probable
engine-to-engine variations in these parameters (from the previous sections) were
used to determine the turbine flow and system pressure drop reserves required
of the expander cycle engine. As shown in Table 14 the contingencies required
from Table 13 variations are met by providing a 10 p--rcent system pressure drop
reserve in addition to a 10 percent turbine bypass flow reserve. In addition,
these reserves provide for a 5 percent turbine bypass flow for control during mix-
ture ratio excursions, and 3 percent margin on this latter requirement. This pro-
vides a total of 8 percent of turbine flowrate as a control allowance. All these
contingencies can be met (as shown in Table 14) with either 23 percent bypass flow
or 19.8 percent pressure drop reserve. To balance out possible disadvantages
inherent in either method a 10/10 percent split was selected. Larger turbine by-
pass flowrates tend to reduce turbomachinery component efficiencies and makes
design more difficult, while larger pressure drop reserves affect discharge
pressures adversely. 	 The margins are based on worse-case engine to engine
variations.
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TABLE 14
BASELINE ENGINE POWER AND CONTROL FLOW MARGINS
Equivalent Equivalent
Engine-to -Engine Turbine Bypass AP Margin
Variation Flow Margin, % % U/S Turbine
Component Uncertainties:
Fuel Pump Efficiency, ±1.6 2.47	 or 2.12
Points
Fuel Turbine Efficiency ±2.0 2.19	 or 1.88
Points
Oxidizer Pump Efficiency ±0.8 0.18	 or .15
Point
Oxidizer Turbine Efficiency i2.0 0.46	 or .40
Coolant Jacket Pressure #8.0 1.00	 or .86
Drop, % Nominal
Coolant Jackets Heat Load, *12.0 8.76	 or 7.53
'^ Nominal
Control Requirements:
Turbines Bypass Control
	 -	 5.•:l	 or	 4.30
Flow
Control Flow Margin
	 -	 3.00	 or	 2.58
Total Markin Requirements
	 23.06	 er	 19.82
(All Flow or All AP)
Margin Requirements (50-50	 10	 and 10
Split Between Flow and AP)
^40
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The sensitivity coefficients (Table 12) used to obtain the flow and pressure
drop margins in Table 14. agreed closely with results obtained with the cycle
optimizer program. Several balances were conducted with this latter program to
assess the effect of a resistance margin and a turbine bypass flow margin upon
chamber pressure. at 15K lb thrust. Results are indicated in Fig. 24 for the
turbine flow margin and in Fig. 25 for the system pressure drop margin. Reduc-
tion of the flow margin from its nominal value of 10 percent to zero results in
an increase of 120 psia in chamber pressure. Reduction of the pressure drop
reserve from its nominal value of 10 percent increases chamber pressure 138 psis.
Thus. for the baseline configuration these changes would result in a chamber
pressure of 1868 psi&. The slopes of the lines in Figs. 24 and 25 are the flow
and pressure drop sensitivity coefficients in Table 12.
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FIGURE 24
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FIGURE 25
DELTA-PC VS POWER MARGIN
(TURBINE BYPASS)
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The thrust levels which were studied in greatest detail were 10K and 15K.
Effort was concentrated upon these two thrust levels because:
a) Vehicle trade studies indicated that a thrust level of approximately
15K is favored for best payload performance.
b) IOK remains a viable alternate thrust level with potential for
multiple-engine installation.
Trends identified at a given thrust level are expected to be reflected in a
consistent manner at any thrust level within the range of interest.
Cycle configuration trade studies at the 10K thrust level focused on comparison
of a cycle which includes a regen heat exchanger (No. 4 in Fig. 11) with one
which relies on thrust chamber thermal enhancement but without a regen heat
exchanger (No. 2 in Fig. 11). Other cycle configurations were studied at the
15K thrust level.
CYCLE PERFORMANCE RANKING
The configurations affording the best performance in terms of delivered specific
impulse or chamber pressure were selected and ranked according to P c and Is.
The result of this ranking was presented in the previous section for the 15K
thrust level and in Table 15 for the 10K thrust level.
System configuration variables which influence attainable performance most
significantly include:
a) Thrust chamber length
b) Thrust chamber thermal enhancement factor (E.F.)
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c) Regen heat exchanger
d) Turbine arrangement
e) Coolant bulk temperature limit
Thrust chamber length was optimized in the range 10" < L < 20". For smooth-wall
chambers, the optimum chamber length is less than 20 in. (the maximum length
allowed). The system is driven to long chamber length due to the beneficial
influence of the added heat transfer area. When thermally enhanced chambers are
considered, the optimum length is shorter, because the combustor bulk temperature
limit can be achieved with less length. Inclusion of a regen heat exchanger
shortens the chamber slightly, because of the higher coolant inlet temperature.
n 4	 .
L-
Placement of the regen heat exchanger is important due to its effect upon the level
of cooling obtainable. Location of the heat exchanger upstream of both jackets
results in the combustor bulk temperature limit being encountered for some
level of heat exchanger heat transfer. Combustor bulk temperature is always
reached before that of the nozzle. This limits the final nozzle exit tempera-
ture and hence the turbine inlet temperature. Location of the heat exchanger
between the coolant jackets is better, because it allows the combustor jacket
(upstream) to be fed with cold hydrogen, thus maximizing the heat absorbed by
the coolant before the bulk temperature limit is reached.
GENERAL. APPROACH
This subtask had the goal of determining the optimum cycle configuration on
the basis of performance, i.e., the arrangement of pumps, turbines, and regen
heat exchangers which yield maximum levels of specific impulse or chamber
pressure.
The primary analytical tool used in this task is Rocketdyne's Variable
Schematic Design Model. This is a non-linear optimizing computer code capable
of modeling arbitrary networks of components. Expander cycle designs were
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defined and modeled with this code with the object of maximizing Pc and/or Is,
subject to various groundrules and design constraints.
The outputs of these computer runs consist of detailed power balance descriptions,
including pump and turbine operating point, thrust chamber performance and
cooling, heat exchanger design (if present), and a detailed summary of hydrogen
thermodynamic properties at each engine station.
ENGINE CYCLE CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
Several alternate expander cycle schematic configurations were selected for
detailed trade studies during Task 8. These options are illustrated in
Fig. 26. The alternate schematics include the following flow circuits:
1. A parallel-turbine cycle with split-flow cooling circuit. This
cycle closely resembles the flow circuit of the ASE except for the
lack of a preburner.
2. A series-turbine case utilizing a full-flow regen coolant circuit.
This circuit resembles that of the RL-10 engine.
3. A conventional reheat cycle, with the oxidizer turbine between the
combustor and nozzle cooling jackets and the fuel turbine downstream
of the nozzle jacket to take advantage of the maxinium hydrogen
temperature.
4. A regenerative cycle using a heat exchanger to preheat the jacket
coolant using heat extracted from the fuel turbine exhaust.
5. A combination of configurations 3 and 4, designated "Reheat/Regen."
The regeneration loop is moved downstream of the combustor jacket
and oxidizer turbine, and includes only the fuel turbine and nozzle
jacket. The regen loop is thus in a "reheat" configuration with
respect to the combustor and oxidizer turbine.
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Many more configuration options are possible, including several combinations
of features present in the circuits described above. Detailed analysis of all
possible configurations would involve extremely high costs and would therefore
obviously be out of the scope of the present effort. In order to reduce the
analysis task to manageable proportions, it is necessary to select a subset
of the possible configurations which are felt to be of interest due to
performance potential or other attractive features. Careful selection of
circuits for study will insure that the most important characteristics of the
possible configurations are revealed.
STUDY GROUNDRULES
Groundrules under which the Task 8 analytical effort has been conducted are
summarized in Table 16. These groundrules are for the most part identical
with those established for the Phase A study. However, a number of improve-
ments have been made to certain of the Phase A groundrules in the present
study. Differences between Task 8 groundrules and the initial Phase A. ground-
rules include:
a) Revised bulk temperature limits for both combustor and nozzle coolant.
b) Increased number of fuel pump stages from 2 to 3.
c) Chamber length is now varied to determine the optimum length in terms
of I s and Pc. Previously chamber length was set by combustion
efficiency requirements.
d) Contraction ratio is now varied to determine the optimum rz in terms
of Is and Pc . Previously, contraction ratio was set by combustion
efficiency requirements.
e) Thermally enhanced chamber designs are considered.
Only smooth chamber designs were considered during Phase A.
f) Series turbine cases are included. Phase A considered only parallel
turbine cases.
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Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Specifi
Minimum
Minimum
Speed
Impeller Tip Diameter
Impeller Stage
Speed
Impeller Tip Width
Inducer Diameter
Maximum Speed
Maximum Impeller Tip Diameter
Maximum Impeller Stage
Specific Speed
Maximum Impeller Tip Speed
Maximum Inducer Tip Speed
Maximum Inlet/Outlet Diameter
Ratio
TABLE 16
DESIGN OPTIONS AND LIMITS
Oxidizer Fuel
Two Stage
TURBINE TYPE (Units) One Row Impulse
Minimum Admission (None) .10 .10
Minimum Pressure Ratio (None) 1.16 1.20
Minimum Hub/Tip Ratio (None) .60 .60
Minimum Blade Height (Inches) .30 .30
Minimum Pitch Diameter (Inches) 2.50 2.50
Maximum Admission (None) 1.00 1.00
Maximum Pressure Ratio (None) 1.25 3.50
Maximum Hub/Tip Ratio (None) .90 .90
Maximum Tip Speed (Ft/Sec) 1600.00 1600.00
Maximum AN ((RPM-In)2 4.00x1010 4.00x1010
Maximum Bearing DN (MM*RPM) 1.50x106 1.90x106
MAIN PUMPS
r
Inducer Yes Yes
Boost Pump Used Yes Yes
Number of Centrifugal Stages 1. 3.
(RPM)
(Inches)
(RPM*GPM**.5/Ft**.75)
(Inches)
(Inches)
(RPM)
(Inches)
(RPM*GPM**.5/Ft**. 75)
(Ft/Sec)
(Ft/Sec)
(None)
30000.00	 30000.00
1.00 1.00
400.00 400.00
.03 .03
.75 .75
70000.00 150000 00
	
No Limit	 No Limit
	
2000.00	 2000.00
	
1870.00	 1870.00
	
1870.00	 1870.00
	
.80	 .80
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TABLE 16 (CONT.)
Oxidizer Fuel
Two Stage
TURBINE TYPE (Units) One Row Impulse
Minimum Diameter (Inches) .75 .75
Maximum Diameter (Inches) No Limit No Limit
Maximum Rulk Temperature (Deg-R) 1000.00 1260.00
Reference Delta-P (PSID) 165.20 6.20
Reference Heat Load (BTU/Sec) 5045.80 2176.50
Reference Density (LBM/ft**3) 2.770 .733
Reference Chamber Pressure (PSIA) 1300.00 1300.00
Reference Chamber Temperature (Deg-R) 6495.00 6495.00
Reference Characteristic (Ft/Sec) 7560.00 7560.00
Velocity
Reference Thrust (LBF) 10000.00 10000.00
Reference Wall Temperature (Deg-R) 1100.00 1100.00
Reference Inlet Temperature (Deg-R) 70.00 571.00
Reference Enhancement Factor (None) 2.05
Reference Contraction Ratio (None) 5.00
Reference Chamber Length (Inches) 10.00
Reference Area Ratio (Regen) (None) 330.00
Reference Area Ratio(Attach) (None) 14.00
Reference Nozzle Length (Inches) 35.17
(Regen)
a
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9) Initial Phase A studies did not consider cycles including regeneratively
heat exchangers, as does the present effort.
h) Full-flow regeu cooling circuits are included. Previous studies
considered split-flow only.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Table 15 displays the results of full cycle optimization for the cycles
considered at the 10K thrust level. Conclusions suggested by the optimizations
conducted include the following:
1. Cycles with regeu heat exchangers (4 and 5) do not perform as well in
terms of maximum Is p as do those without heat exchangers. This is
because the heat exchanger does not increase the fuel enthalpy at the
thrust chamber inlet.
2. Optimum area ratio in terms of specific impulse is approximately 900
to 1000 for the 10K cases. Higher area ratios improve the nozzle heat
load, resulting in larger area ratio values when maximizing Pc. These
higher area ratios cause increased losses and therefore do not contribute
to higher specific impulse.
3. Isp maxima in the range of 486 to 487 seconds are achievable at 10K
thrust.
4. The poorest-performing cycle is Cycle No. 1, which has parallel main
turbines and split-flow cooling. P c of this cycle it; reduced by the
parallel arrangement, which causes:
a) Reduced flow available to the main fuel turbine
b) Reduced main oxidizer turbine U/C o , which results in poorer
turbine efficiency
However, Cycle 1 has the lowest fuel pump discharge pressure levels,
on account of the somewhat lower Pc combined with si-nificantly lower
turbine (overall) pressure ratio (when compared to series-turbine cases).
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5. The best cycles in terms of Is P are those using thermally enhanced
chambers. However, performance differences among all cycles are rather
small in magnitude, especially when cases with optimized combustor
length are compared.
SENSITIVITY STUDIES OF SEL:CTED ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS
Parametric studies of the sensitivity of two representative expander cycle
configurations are discussed in the following section. The cycles examined
were the series-Curb:^e expander cycle without turbine gas regeneration
(schematic Nc. 2), and a similar cycle with turbine gas regeneration. Both
cycles were analyzed with thrust-chamber thermal enhancement and without.
Cycle sensitivity to changes in chamber length, degree of thermal enhancement,
heat exchanger effectiveness, and power margin were considered, as well as the
influence of pump speed and number of pump stages.
Schematic No. 2 (Series Turbines)
Schematic No. 2 is a simple expander cycle system incorporating series main
turbines. In this cycle, turbine inlet temperature increases are achieved
primarily through: (1) increase in chamber surface area by lengthening the
thrust chamber, (2) increase in chamber surface area by increasing contraction
ratio, and (3) thrust chamber thermal enhancement to increase total heat
transfer load.
All of these approaches were examined during study of several alternate cycles.
A few general observations can be made concerning; the three options:
1. Lengthening the thrust chamber can greatly imprrve the energy
available to the turbines, but in a fixed total engine length w
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force shortening the nozzle. This may result in a performance
penalty as the nozzle percent length is forced off optimum.
2. Contraction ratio has a weaker effect upon total heat available than
chamber length, in part because surface area is proportional to VC—C.
but is directly proportional to L.I. Increases in contraction ratio
reduce the hot-gas heat transfer coefficient, which further reduces
the effectiveness of contraction ratio in increasing heat lead.
3. Thermal enhancement chambers show promise for enhancing total heat load
without forcing shorter nozzles, but technology issues remain to be
resolved.
MAximum chamber nressure for the 10K thrust level is plotted as a function of
thrust chamber thermal enhancement factor (E.F.) in Fitt. 27.
Fig. 27 was prepared using, a maximum fuel pump speed of 100,000 rpm and a
maximum combustor coolsnt bulk temperature of 1000R. The figure illustrates the
significant benefit obtainable from chamber thermal enhancement, which is due
to increased turbine inlet temperatures. Fig. 28, a companion plot to Fig. 11.
shoes how delivered specific impulse at fixed area ratio is improved by thermal
enhancement. The Is p improvement results primarily from the higher hydrogen
enthalpy level caused by higher heat loads resulting from thermal enhancement.
The total heat input available from the combustor is shown in Fig. 29 as a
function of enhancement factor. A 27% increase in heat load is obtained when
EF is doubled.
The thermal enhancement factor achievable is limited by life requirements to
approximately 2.75. Higher factors result in excessive wail temperatures and
thus in reduced life cycle.
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L.
The curve shown in Fig. 30 reflects maximum chamber pressure as a function of
thrust. This curve, like Fig. 27, is for a 10-inch chamber length, and with a
fuel pump speed limit of 100,000 rpm. Increases in chamber length, pump speed,
etc., will allow higher chamber pressures than shown. This plot was developed
with data from schematic No. 2, a cycle with no regeneration. Alterations in
cycle, i.e., addition of a reg heat exchanger or rerouting of the flow circuit
can be expected to result in a different characteristic of Pc vs thrust. Figure
31 presents delivered specific impulse vs thrust for this cycle at a fixed area
ratio of 800.
The influence of fuel pump speed upon maximum achievable chamber pressure is
shown in Fig. 32. This curve reflects maximum Pc for a 3-stage fuel pump.
Changes in the number of pump stages will affect maximum Pc. At approximately
126,000 rpm, the bearing DN limit of 1.9 X 10 6 is encountered. This limit
prevents further increases in fuel pump speed. The DPI limit will be reached
at different speeds for thrust levels different from 10,000 lb, because pump
bearing diameter is a function of pump torque, itself dependent on thrust and
Pc. For example, at 15K thrust, the DN limit is reached at approximately
100,000 rpm in typical cycle configurations studied.
Chamber pressure is much less sensitive to oxidizer pump speed. This arises
from two facts. The first is the smaller power absorbed by the oxidizer pump,
which reduces the effect of the oxidizer pump and turbine upon the system power
and flow balance. more important is the fact that, when the main turbines are
arranged in series, there is usually a larger flow requirement in the fuel
turbine than in the oxidizer turbine, which results in a significant portion
of available hydrogen being bypassed around the oxidizer turbine. As long as
some hydrogen is being bypassed, the oxidizer pump and turbine efficiency
changes cannot affect chamber pressure. Instead, variations in efficiency
merely cause the amount of bypass required to change. The hydrogen bypass is
required both for off-design control and because a minimum pressure ratio in
the oxidizer turbine is imposed. Setting a minimum pressure ratio (due to
stability and fabricability considerations) prevents the oxidizer turbine from
using all of the available hydrogen by operating at a lower pressure ratio.
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Fig. 33 shows the effect of increasing or decreasing the number of stages in the
main fuel pump upon chamber pressure. The plot is shown as a set of discrete
points, reflecting the fact that only integral values of stage number are
possible. Increases in number of pump stages result in higher stage specific
speeds and thus higher efficiencies. The improvement in stage efficiency
yields higher chamber pressure potential, but at the price of increased
complexity and cost.
The influence of pump staging on engine specific impulse is illustrated in
Fig. 34. The data shown are for a fixed area ratio of 800:1. Delivered
specific impulse is sensitive to pump staging because cycle chamber pressure
increases with increasing stage count. This leads to reduced throat area for
a given thrust level, and thus to increased nozzle percent length. The
resulting expansion efficiency improvements cause the specific impulse to
increase. This effect is distinct from and greater in magnitude than the
small increase in theoretical specific impulse caused by the higher chamber
pressure. It is noteworthy that if area ratio were varied to determine the
optimum area ratio, still greater specific impulse improvement would be
obtained. This is because higher chamber pressures permit increases in area
ratio fer a given nozzle percent length. The higher area ratio values give
greater theoretical specific impulse, with little loss in expansion efficiency.
The effect of design-point power margin on maximum chamber pressure was
examined. The power margin is expressed as the fraction of available hydrogen
which is bypassed around the main turbines on design. This margin is needed
for off-design control and for contingencies such as component variation from
predicted performance. Fig. 35 illustrates the effect of varying the design
level of the bypass margin from 5 to 20 percent of the total available hydrogen.
Power margin can also be developed by placing a resistance such as an orifice or
valve in the flow path. Using turbine bypass for margin amounts to imposing a
limit upon the horsepower developed by the turbines, while use of a resistance
is equivalent to "spilling" some energy which would otherwise be available to
the pumps. Both methods reduce design-point Pc. A combination of these methods
may also be used. The use of the turbine bypass has the advantage of ease of
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control, but reduces the volume flowrate through the turbines, forcing smaller
admission fractions.
Figure 36 illustrates the sensitivity of specific impulse to power margin for a
fixed area ratio.
Delivered specific impulse varies with design point engine mixture ratio as shown
in Fig. 37. Once again, the data shown is for an 800:1 area ratio. A similar
trend would be observed for optimum area ratios. The loss in 
ISP is principally
due to higher kinetic losses as mixture ratio is increased. The theoretical
impulse also decreases from a mixture ratio of 6 to 7, but only about two seconds
of the overall specific impulse reduction is due to changes in the theoretical
ISp'
Schematic No. 4 (Reaen Cvcle
In schematic No. 4, a regenerative thermodynamic cycle is achieved by inclusion
of a heat exchanger which acts as an accumulator of heat energy. This circuit
results in higher fuel turbine inlet temperatures for a given level of total
jacket heat load than does the more conventional design represented by schematic
No. 2. Higher turbine temperatures imply that higher chamber pressures can be
achieved wita lower total heat loads in the cooling jackets. The oxidizer
turbine operates at reduced inlet temperatures due to the cooling occurring in
the heat exchanger. This benefits the power cycle in two ways:
1. Reduced oxidizer turbine inlet temperature results in improved
velocity ratio (U/Co), which leads to higher efficiency
2. Reduced oxidizer turbine outlet temperature, indicating that higher
overall cycle thermal efficiency has been achieved.
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Regan heat Exehan ear
Me heat exchanger configuration incorporated into the balance model was a
lightweight, high-efficiency exchanger design.
A large number of steady-state computer model balance runs were made in order to
study schematic Ito. 4 in detail. In most cases, the maximum fuel pump speed was
limited to 100,000 rpm, and the chamber length held to 10 inches. Also, in most
cases the objective was to maximize the chamber pressure at which the system
would find a balance.
The dependence of the maximum achievable cycle chamber pressure upon the effec-
tiveness of the heat exchanger was examined. Figure 38 and 39 present the
results of this study. In Fig. 38, the parameter is combustor bulk temperature.
Tice figure implies that, for a fixed value of combustor 
Tbulk• increasing heat
exchanger effectiveness results in reduced chamber pressure. In other words,
if a given 
Tbulk can be achieved, it is better to do it through schemes which
do not rely heavily upon the heat exchanger.
Figure 39 is a cross-plot of the same data, with combustor enhancement factor as
the parameter. This shows that, for a given level of combustor thermal enhance-
ment, increases in hest exchanger effectiveness result in increased P c . It is
important to recognize that certain levels of chamber pressure can be achieved
only through a combination of thermal enhancement and heat exchanger heat trans-
fer.
Pc
 is plotted vs fuel turbine pressure ratio in Fig. 40 for various levels of
combustor bulk temperature. Data for this plot consists of cases which incor-
porate heat exchangers only. because removal of the exchanger results in incon-
sistent trends with pressure ratio.
The discharge pressure of the high pressure fuel pump is shown as a function of
achieved chamber pressure in Fig. 41. The data shown is for fixed chamber length
and area ratio and includes both regenerative (Cycle 4) and non-regen (Cycle 2)
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cases. Fuel pump PD rises very rapidly above Pc - 1400 psia for the 10K thri
level, indicating that the ultimate power limit is being approached. Inerea:
fuel pump speed or number of stages would result in higher chamber pressures
than shown.
Thrust chamber thermal enhancement influences fuel pump discharge as shown in
Fig. 42. As thermal enhancement factor is increased, P c increases due to higher
turbine inlet temperatures (i.e., nozzle ,jacket outlet temperature), causing
increased pump discharge pressures. At the same time, however, the increased
jacket heat load causes reductions in heat exchanger heat load (at constant
T 
bulk ). This results in lower heat exchanger pressure drop and increased jacket
inlet density, both of which tend to reduce pump discharge pressure, as shown in
Fig. 43. Thus, the curve of Pd vs E.F. passes through a maximum caused by these
opposing influences.
Increases in jacket pressure drop (which consists essentially only of combustor
jacket AP) result in higher fuel pump discharge pressures as illustrated in
Fig. 44. Increases in .jacket heat transfer enhancement are also displayed.
Increasing E.F. allows higher chamber pressure and causes lower average coolant
density, resulting in higher fuel pump P a at larger values of E.F.
Figure 45 presents the effect of pressure ratio upon fuel pump discharge pres-
sure. Curves are shown parametrically with bulk temperature. As seen above,
increases in bulk temperature yield higher chamber pressures, causing discharge
pressure to increase with Tbulk as well as with Pr.
Heat exchanger hot and cold side AP are plotted vs bulk temperature and enhance-
ment factor in Fig. 46 and 47. Increasing bulk temperatures for a fixed-
geometry combustor requires higher levels of heat exchanger heat load, greater
exchanger length, and higher AP. Increasing enhancement factor for a given
temperature reduces the requires heat exchanger load and thus reduces the
pressure drop.
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SUMM - 10,000 POUND THRUST RESULTS
Cycle optimization studies conducted at the IOK thrust level lead to conclusions
generally compatible with those conducted at the 15K thrust le vel and support
the conclusion that the optimum cycle configuration is independent of thrust.
level. It has been seen that cycles incorporating a regen heat exchang..r do not
significantly improve engine specific impulse over those without a heat exchanger.
Thrust chamber thermal enhancement offers significant performance improvement.
Increases in chamber contraction ratio do not yield significant performance
benefits.
Use of a series turbine arras !meet, with the fuel turbine upstream of the
oxidizer turbine, results in '_^etter performance than a parallel turbine setup.
However, the low oxidizer turbine pressure ratio resulting from the series con-
figuration must be examined to assess stability and fabricability. A series
turbine rrrnhgement als.n leads to higher fuel pump discharge pressures than a
parallel arrangement.
F_
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This section extends the expander engine cycle performance optimiza-
tion studies to the 20K-pound thrust level. Only those study
results are discussed in this section which are affected by thrust
level; all other results were considered in the previous two sections.
MAIN TURBINE ARRANGEMENT
The selected turbine arrangement at 20K thrust is the same as that for 10
and 15K: a series turbine arrangement was selected on the basis of highest
performance potential.
CYCLE ENERGY SOURCE
A smooth-wall combustor is the principal source of energy input to the
hydrogen working fluid. The higher thrust level of 20K permits longer
chamber lengths to be used without encountering the hydrogen coolant bulk
temperature limit of 1000R in the combustor. Thermally-enhanced chamber
desig-.is were only briefly considered at the 20K thrust level, because the
earlier part of this task found that thermal enhancement did not meet the
requirements for 1980 state-of-the art.
HIGH PRESSURE PUMP DESIGNS
Using the same pump design groundrules as in the earlier part of the study
hydrogen pump speeds are reduced somewhat at 20K relative to 10K and 15K.
This due to the larger bearing diameters required at this thrust level,
which forces lower speed for a fixed bearing DN limit. Pump speeds are in
the range of 95,000 to 102,000 rpm, depending on Pc and other drivers of
pump discharge pressure.
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A three stage fuel pump design is retained in the interest of simplicity,
even though increased performance would result from additional stages. On
the oxidizer side, a single-stage centrifugal pump is sufficient.
TURKNE CAS REHEAT AND REGENERATION
Turbine gas reheat and regeneration concert.:, were studied at the 20K thrust
level for engines utilizing smooth-wall combustion chambers. Fig. 48 summer-
izes the results of full optimization runs for four configurations shown
in Fig. 49. Both chamber pressure and delivered specific impulse (shaded)
are shown. The configuration shown as "A" is the baseline design, which
incorporates series turbines without reheat or regeneration. A maximum
Pc of 1768 PSIA is achieved for a chamber length of 27.8 inches. Con-
figuration "B" incorporates a regen heat exchanger upstream of the coolant
jackets, and "C" is a reheat-type cycle in which the oxidizer turbine is
supplied from the combustor jacket and the nozzle jacket is used to heat
the hydrogen prior to admission to the fuel turbine. Configuration "D"
is a combination of "B" and "C" which employs a regen heat exchanger up-
stream of the reheat (nozzle) jacket.
In each of configurations B, C. and D, full optimization of the system yields
a system configuration in which the heat exchanger heat load is very low.
That is, the cycle optimizes at an operating point for which the heat ex-
changer is not required due to the energy available from the lengthened
combustor jacket. Other (non-optimum) points will result in incorporation
of a regen heat exchanger for best I S performance at shorter chamber lengths.
As seen previously for 10 and 15K, differences in performance among fully-
optimized configurations are small, owing to common combustor coolant dis-
charge temperature limits (10008). This limits turbine inlet temperature
(nozzle outlet temperature) leading to nearly equal chamber pressures and
specific impulse values. Indeed, the difference in ISP from the highest
(Reheat-Regen) to the lowest (Reheat) is only 1.2 seconds. All configura-
tions reach the combustor bulk temperature limi t. of 1000R at approximately
28 inches chamber length.
Configuration "D" has potential for somewhat hl¢her nn »le exit temperatures
by virtue of the heat exchanger which is placed upstream of the nozzle. How-
ever, chamber lengths greater than about 20 in. lead to a system temperature
schedule which results in very small heat exchanger heat transfer rates.
Thus, nozzle outlet temperatures for this configuration are limited to
levels similar to those of other configurations (1040R). In this regard,
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tbalances at 20K differ from those at 15K in which larger heat transfer rates
were observed when the heat exchanger was placed between jackets. This is
due in part to higher hydrogen flowrates at 20K, which result in a somewhat
different temperature distribution around the system than was observed at 15K.
COMBUSTOR LENGTH EFFECTS
Sensitivity studies were conducted at the 20K thrust level to explore the
influence of combustion chamber length and heat exchanger location upon system
performance and operation.
Nozzle outlet temperature is shown in Fig.50 as a function of chamber length.
The smooth-wall combustor reaches a maximum turbine inlet temperature of
1041 R at a length of 27.8 inches. In the regenerative cycle, a similar
(1038R ) turbine temperature is reached at a length of 28.3 inches.
A thermally-enhanced chamber design reaches 1095R with a length of 18.5 inches.
None of the configurations approach the maximum allowed nozzle outlet tem-
perature of 1250R.
The heat loads for these cases are shown in Fig.51. All configurations show
a linear relationship of total heat load to chamber length until the maximum
length of approximately 28 inches (smooth) or 18.5 inches (enhanced) is
reached.
As was seen at 15K, increases in chamber length tend to reduce heat exchanger
effectiveness required to produce a given nozzle outlet temperature due to
the higher temperature of the combustor outlet hydrogen. Heat exchanger
utility is greatest for short chambers, where cold-side temperatures are
lowest. Fig.51 shows that the greatest difference (increase) in nozzle
discharge temperature between configurations with regen heat exchangers and
those without is seen at short chamber lengths. As combustor jacket bulk
temperature increases toward its limit of 1000R, the heat exchanger heat
load is gradually reduced until it reaches zero at about the same chamber
length (28 in.) as that at which the combustor T bulk hits its limit when
the heat exchanger is placed upstream of both jackets. When it is placed
between the jackets, the heat exchanger heat load is reduced more qut::kly,
reaching zero at around 19.5 inches (Fig. 52).
Heat exchanger heat load for a given chamber length depends in part upon the
fraction of the total jacket heat load which is supplied in the nozzle.
This fraction is in turn influenced by the attach area ratio; i.e., the area
ratio marking the boundary between combustor and nozzle jackets. The present
studies have employed an attach area ratio of 14:1, based principally on
ease of fabrication. Future design iterations must address the optimization
of this area ratio, both for the baseline configuration and for alternate
configurations utilizing heat exchangers.
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IIn Fig.53, the outlet temperature of the combustor jacket is shown as a
function of chamber length. The bulk temperature limit is reached at
about 28 inches for smooth-walled combustors and at 18.5 inches for
j
	
	 thermally-enhanced combusters. Note that the regen heat exchanger is
capable of significant increases in combustor outlet temperature for
short lengths, but. the heat exchanger's effect vanishes as length is
increased. As sewn above and also at 15K, the heat exchanger is finally
eliminated by the optimizer and the curves for the heat-exchanger equipped
4	 and the baseline configuration converge at a length sufficient to allow the
combustor jacket alone to perform all of the allowed hydrogen heating.
Chamber pressure curves for the 20K level are displayed in Fig.54. Chamber
pressure trends are similar to those observed at 15K. Increases in chamber
length yield turbine inlet temperature increases, causing Pc to rise with
increasing length. Use of a regen heat exchanger provides significant
Pe benefits only for short chambers, and actually results in lower Pc for
longer chamber lengths. This is caused by the reduction in heat-transfer
rate stemming from elevated jacket inlet temperatures and by heat exchanger
delta-p. These effects oppose Pc increases and are cancelled at short
length by the high turbine inlet temperatures made possible by the heat
exchanger. At longer lengths the reduced heat exchanger heat load reduces
benefits enough to allow the adverse effects of AP and inlet temperature
to dominate.
When the heat exchanger is placed between the jackets (reheat/regen), it
tends to hold turbine inlet temperature at a constant value, resulting in
a flat Pc versus length line.
The reason for the essentially flat inlet temperature and Pc curves is
that the optimized heat exchanger heat load is adjusted (higher for low
combustor outlet temperature, lower for high combustor outlet temperature)
so as to provide the maximum possible nozzle exit temperature regardless
of the chamber length.
The influence of chamber length upon specific impulse for the 20K thrust
level is shown in Fig. 55. Increases in length result in higher effective
hydrogen injection temperatures (Fig.56) and thus in better specific
impulse. At short chamber length, the regen heat exchanger improves Pc
enou^h to allow significantly higher area ratio and thus higher ISP
At longer lengths, the Pc benefit of the regen heat exchanger vanishes.
Because the heat exchanger merely provides a means of storing or recirculating
thermal energy. it cannot itself afford higher effective injection temperatures.
Placement of the heat exchanger between the jackets in the regen/reheat
cycle avoids limits associated with the oxidizer turbine and combustor jacket
and thus allows higher performance. However, limits, associated with the
requirement that heat exchanger delta-T remain positive are still present.
This requirement of a positive temperature gradient within the heat exchanger
places limitations on the possible temperature distribution within the system
and ultimately limits either chamber length or total heat exchanger hone load.
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PERFORMANCE VARIATION WITH CHAMBER LENGTH
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EXPANSION AREA RATIO EFFECTS
Fig. 57 shows that optiam nozzle area ratio tends to decrease as the
chamber is lengthened at 20K thrust. In all configurations examined at
20K, the gain in optimum nozzle area ratio afforded by chamber pressure
increases is insufficient to cancel the loss in optimum area ratio
resulting from the shorter nozzle length. Use of a regenerative heat
exchanger upstream of the combustor jacket does not alter this common
trend of area ratio versus chamber length. In addition, the reduction
in total heat transfer rate in the jacket caused by the heating of the
hydrogen lowers both effective injection temperature and specific impulse
below the levels associated with the baseline (non-regenerative) case.
When the heat exchanger is placed between the cooling jackets (reheat/
regen), the higher Pc levels allow higher optimum area ratios than for
other configurations.
The overall trend of area ratio with increasing chamber length remains
downward, although the total change in area ratio is rather small for
this configuration.
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SUADlAR`: - 20. 000 POUND TBRUS a RESULTS
A summary of important performance parameters of the optimisation study
is presented in Table 17 for the 20,000 lb thrust expander engine. Data
is presented for both smooth-wall and thermally-enhanced chambers. and
for configurations with and without turbine-gas regeneration. The data
Is tabulated in order of ascending specific impulse performance. All of
the data shown is for a fixed engine extended length of 112 inches,
corresponding to a 60-inch retracted length.
The maximum performance (483.9 sec) for the cases considered is achieved
by using the thermally-enhanced combustor at a combustor length of 18.5
inches. No regeneration is required for this configuration. Of the
smcwth-wall cases. the best performance is achieved by the reheat/regen
configuration (heat exchanger between jackets) which reaches 482 seconds
with a 24 inch chamber. Eliminating all reheat and regeneration, in
combination with a four inch lengthening of the chamber, yields a specific
impulse loss of 0.8 sec. The best performance obtainable from the base-
line* configuration is therefore 481.2 seconds. It is apparent from the
data presented in the table that there is a strong correlation between
performance and effective hydrogen injection temperature, and a much weaker
one between performance and chamber pressure.
Nozzle expansion area ratios for optimum performance at 20K thrust lie in
the range of 500 to 800, depending on Pc and chamber length. These
values are significantly lower than those seen at 10K and 15K, refle — ing
the reduced percent lengths (at fixed area ratio) resulting from tht
larger throat area of the 20K engines. Percent length reductions lead to
increases in both kinetic and divergence losses, which drives the optimum
area ratio lower in order to recover some of the lost percent length.
*See Table !7
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TASK 9: ALTERNATE LOW THRUST CAPABILITY
The feasibility and design impact on the OTV staged combustion cycle engine
of adapting the engine to operate for extended periods in the 1-2K lb thrust	 -
range was investigated with the scope of the study as outlined in Table 18.
TABLE 18. ALTERNATE LOW THRUST CAPABILITY
SCOPE OF STUDY
o Expected changes in service life and reliability from the
basic engine.
o Attainable specific impulse and mixture ratio at both thrust
extremes.
o Estimate of RDT&E cost of additional hardware and operational
cost for kitting.
o Impact on basic engine weight of providing the ability to be
	 -
kitted for low-thrust and any additional weight of kit.
o Identification of new technology required to enable design and
construction of an engine capable of efficient operation at
two thrust extremes.
The OTV engine digital computer transient model was used to investigate
engine operation at low thrust conditions. Pump operation and feed system
stability were examined using the OTV engine start transient model. Heat
exchanger flowrate requirements and thrust chamber coolant flowrate
requirements were established analytically. LOX injector flowrate require-
ments for stability and thrust chamber combustion performance were assessed
using ASE and J-2S test experience.
The objectives of the OTV computer model runs (Table 19) were to establish
steady state chamber pressure and mixture ratio conditions, valve scheduling
and valve positioning required for efficient combustion of propellants in
the chamber and for stable system operation. The pumps were assumed to be
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TABLE 19. SYSTEM OPERATION AND STABILITY, OBJECTIVES
AND CONDITIONS - OTV START MODEL RUNS
OBJECTIVES
Attainable steady-state chamber pressure
Attainable steady-state mixture ratio
Effect of main oxidizer valve (MOV) opening
on mixture ratio
Effect of pump H/Q map characteristics
Effect of fuel pump recirculation
Effect of turbine bypass for thrust control
OTV ENGINE START CONDITIONS
Propellants in tanks at saturated conditions
Pumps thermally conditioned to cryogenic temperature
LOX heat exchanger flow and temperature modeled
Injector/dome heat transfer not modeled
thermally conditioned to saturated propellant temperatures of 1.62.7R for
the LOX and 37.8R for the hydrogen. Propellants were made available at tank
pressure corresponding to NPSH values of 2 and 15 for the oxygen and hydrogen
respectively at temperatures prescribed above. These conditions are till
based on an assumed period of tank head idle mode operation prior to the
low thrust operation.
The results of the study of extended low thrust operation of the 0114
staged combustion engine indicate that long life, high performance opera-
tion of the engine in the low thrust mode (1-2K level) can be achieved with
minimum modification (kitting) of the engine.
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Modifications to the OTV 20K staged combustion engine which were considered
were:
(1) Removal of the preburner injector, since in pump-fed idle the
engine is run in an expander mode and does not require a
preburner. Removal of the preburner injector increases the 	
t
available turbine inlet pressure to the drive turbines. The
preburner LOX line and valve can be removed in order to
simplify the system.
(2) Modification of the main injector to increase the oxidizer side
pressure drop so that potential fec4 system coupled instability
is avoided. Two approaches are pubsible; one is to use a LOX
post insert which incorporates an orifice to increase oxidizer
side pressure drop, a second approach is to braze on new LOX
posts which incorporate a smaller flow area.
	 -
(3) The use of fuel pump recirculation in order to avoid the positive
slope region of the pump H-Q curve. This modification would add
a line and valve from the pump discharge to the pump inlet in
order to recirculate hydrogen and keep the pump at a higher
flowrate. Computer model studies have indicated that this is an
effective method to avoid pump instability problems when operating
at low flow conditions. The computer modeling has included the
effect of propellant heating which occurs when pump recirculation
is used.
(4) Modifications to the hydrogen pump could be considered in order
to have a pump H-Q curve without a positive slope region at low
flow conditions. A modified fuel pump can be derived by a
variety of changes, such as: (1) increased sweepback of the
impeller blades to make the H-Q curve have more negative slope,
(2) decrease the impeller Q.D. to allow the pump speed to
increase and operate at a more favorable Q/N, (3) decrease the tip
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width	 of the impeller in order to modify the H-Q characteristic,
and (4) redesign the first stage crossover diffuser to avoid stall
at low flowrates.
Each of these modifications were considered and evaluated by means of the
OTV staged combustion transient computer model.
The modifications which are recommended for kitting of the OTV staged combustion
engine are: (1) removal of the preburner injector, (2) modification of the
main injector to improve feed system stability, and (3) the use of fuel pump
recirculation to avoid fuel pump operation in the positive slope region of the
H-Q map. Modification to the fuel pump such as changes to the impellers would
require more extensive fuel pump modification and development and co'.ld be
considered as alternatives to the use of fuel pump recirculation.
Flow instabilities were not present in the oxidizer system during simulation of
low thrust operation and based upon the computer simulation no changes to the
oxidizer pump and feed system are recommended.
The attainable specific impulse at high and low thrust is shown in Table 20 for
the OTV staged combustion engine which resulted from the OTV engine Phase A
study (Contract NAS8-32996). This engine is a 20K thrust staged combustion
system operating at 2000 psis chamber pressure in the high thrust mode with
an expansion area ratio of 400:1. The specific impulse projected for low
thrust operation includes the effects of increased reaction kinetic losses
and the expected energy release efficiency at reduced flow conditions.
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TABLE 20. ATTAINABLE THRUST AND MIXTURE RATIO
AT BOTH THRUST EXTREMES
Engine System - 20K Vacuum Thrust Staged Combustion
Cycle, Pc - 2000 psia, E - 400
Mixture Ratio (0/F) a 6:1
Hitch Thrust Mode
	
Low Thrust Mode
Thrust, lbf
Chamber pressure, psia
Mixture ratio, engine
Specific impulse, engine, sec
Engine fuel flowrate, lb/sec
Engine oxidizer flowrate, lb/sec
Main fuel pump speed, RPM
Main oxidizer pump speed, RPM
Main fuel pump discharge pressure,
psia
Main oxidizer pump discharge
pressure, psis
Main fuel pump recirculation
flowrate, percent
20,000
1,000
6.0
477.1
5.99
35.93
95,000
70,000
4,563
4,852
0
1,610*
166
6.0
455.9
.5022
3.029
22,722
17,271
268
386
64%
*Other points of operation below 1.6K
are feasible.
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The studies which have led to the definition of the low thrust OTV staged
combustion cycle engine are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
LOW THRUST MODE COMPUTER MODEL
The OTV digital computer transient model was used to examine OTV engine
thrust operation at the 1-2K thrust level. Low thrust operation of the
staged combustion engine is accomplished in a pump-idle mode where the
engine is operated as a pump-fed expander cycle system. The basic staged
combustion engine is shown schonratically in Fig.58. This engine resul-
ted from the OTV Phase A contract NAS 8-32996 studies and is disuussed in
detail in Rocketdyne report RI/RD 79-191-2 dated 9 July 1979. Modificiations
to the OTV engine to make it suitable for extended operation at low thrust
are shown schematically in Fig-59. The preburner injector has been removed
and fuel pump recirculation has been added.
Prior to pump-fed low thrust operation the engine is thermally conditioned
by tank fed idle mode operation where the pumps are inoperative and the
thrust chamber is operated under tank head pressures.
To initiate low thrust mode pump-fed operation from tank head idle the pump
brakes are released. Initially sufficient energy to transition to pump feed
idle is provided by the residual heat in the combustion chamber hardware. The
hydrogen coolant is directed to the high pressure turbines since the preburner
has been removed. The main oxidizer valve is opened to partially provide
oxygen to the main chamber where it is combusted with the hyd ogen exhausting
from the main turbines. As the pumps increase speed chamber pressure increases
to the nominal steady-state value. The computer model includes detailed
component descriptions of the engine components. Propellant heating effects
of fuel pump recirculation were incorporated into a later modification of the
program In order to have realistic representations of the engine components
i
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Figure 59 • Modified OTV Staged Combustion Engine Schematic
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the Rocketdyne Mark 48 fuel and oxidizer pumps and the thrust chamber which
have been built and tested as part of the ASE technology program were used
in the computer model representation. The use of the Mark 48 pump maps
permtted a more detailed evaluation of the effects of fuel pump operation
at low thrust conditions.
OTV ENGINE COMPUTER MODEL ANALYSES
The computer simulation effort was conducted in two phases or series of
cases:
Phase I - The first case analyzed was the basic OTV engine in its
unmodified form. Subsequent analyses in this phase
included evaluation of elimination of the preburner
injector, the effects of a fuel turbine bypass valve,
and a change in the fuel pump to eliminate the positive
slope portion of the pump H-Q curve.
Phase II - In Phase II the effects of fuel pump recirculation and fuel
turbine bypass were evaluated. The effects of propellant
heating upon main fuel pump performance were included in
this analysis.
Phase I Results. The results for the Phase I analysis are shown in Fig. 60.
and Table 21 for the following four cases:
Case 1 - Basic OTV engine unmodified - This engine reached a mixture
ratio of approximately 2.60 before the fuel pump reached the
positive slope portion of the H-Q curve where the computer
model indicated a possible feed system instability. Prior
experience has shown that operation of a liquid propellant on or
near the positive slope portion of the H-Q curve can cause flow
surges and stall. The actual occurrence of this condition
would need to be verified during a demonstration test program.
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Case 2 - The preburner injector was removed from the flow circuit
the Q P was reduced from the nominal case for ease of change
in the computer mode). This permitted operation to a higher
chamber pressure and a higher mixture ratio as shown in Fig. 60.
Case 3 - Case 3 of Fig.60 illustrates use of the turbine bypass valve
in conjunction with removal of the preburner injector. The
turbine bypass valve is essentially a throttling method to
reach lower thrust levels.
Case 4 - In this case the fuel pump was assumed to be modified to
eliminate the positive flow region of the H-Q curve. With
this modification operation up to a mixture of 7:1 was
possible and details of steady state performance for six
mixture ratios (from 2.1 to 6.9) are shown in Table 21.
Figures 61 and 62 show main chamber, nozzle coolant, main
chamber temperature, coolant temperature and chamber pressure
for the cases given in Tablc 2l. The fuel pump can be
modified by increasing the sweepback of the impeller blades
or by other changes such as decreasing the impeller O.D. to
allow the pump to operate at a more favorable Q/N. Since
the above changes to the fuel pump would require a major
redesign, fuel pump recirculation was investigated in Phase II
of this study
Phase II Results. In Phase II the effects of fuel pump recirculation and
fuel turbine bypass were evaluated. Steady state performance over a
range of mixture ratios is shown in Table 22. With the use of 45% fuel
pump recirculation a chamber pressure of 153 psis is attainable at a
mixture ratio of 6 (5.96 in Table 20). With the use of fuel pump
recirculation there is an attendant increase in fuel temperature due
to pump inefficiency and fuel density decreases. Fuel pump required
power increases due to the lower density and as a result the
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Table 21. Steady State Performance With Modified Fuel Pump
MR-2.16 MR-4.52 MRn5.47
TIiRUST.
	 LBS .
	 .................................. 1825 2385 2560
Main Chamber Pressure (lb/in 2 ) ................... 191.9 256.1 266.8
SPECIFICIMPULSE.
	 SEC ......................... 457 462 462.5
P.m
Main Pump Speed (rpm)
MFuel ....................................... 26720. 26805. 26479.
Oxidizer ................................... 25941. 20381. 18794.
I	 Boost Pump Speed (rpm)	 .
'	 Fuel ....................................... 15420. 1497. 1474n.
Oxidizer ................................... 5320. 4113. 3776.
Main Pump Discharge Pressure (lb/in2)
Fuel ....................................... 451.6 476.2 472.4
Oxidizer ................................... 799.4 521.9 450.3
Boost Pump Discharge Pressure (lb/in2)
Fuel ....................................... 42.46 43.44 43.31
Oxidizer.. ...... 00 * 00660000.600004 * 00904 * 00 95.79 80000 76.06
Main Pump Flowrate (lb/sec)
Fuel ....................................... 1.266 .9348 .8555
Oxidizer.... 000..80060604000000000 * 00669099 2.728 4.228 4.679
Preburner
Gas Temperature
	 (Deg-R)..........2............ 255.9 486.7 555.9
Preburner Chamber Pressure (1D/in )........... 257.8 309.7 316.5
Turbine
Main Turbine Flowrate (lb/sec)
Fuel...... ................................. .1859 .5721 .5222
Oxidizer.... .... 000006000 * 0 * 006000000000000 .3947 .2906 .2650
Boost Turbine Flowrate (lb/sec)
Fuel ....................................... .04732 .06201 .45298
Oxidizer..,.,.,... ..... o.o..o ....... o..00.. .AAII .05168 004415
Main Oxidizer Valve Position (:) ................	 47.	 57.	 60.
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TABLE 21. (MCLUND)
MR•^ MR_6. S_2 MRh_ 6_
TMWST, LB3.
2600 2614 2680
Main Chamber Pressure (1b/in 2) ................... 266.5 261.9 264.4
SPECIFIC IMPULSE, SEC. 462.5 462.5 462.5
Pump
Mein Pump Speed (rpm)
Fuel .......................................
Oxidizer.....	 .............................
26038.
17903.
25350.
16972.
25256.
16437.
Boost Pump Speed (rpm)
Fuel....... ................................
Oxidizer
14480.
3586.
14110.
3371.
14010.
3265....................................
Main Pump Discharge Pressure (lb/in2)
Fuel .......................................
Oxidizer ...................................
461.
411.9
441.9
373.4
440.3
351.4
Boost Pump Discharge Pressure (lb/in2)
Fuel .......................................
Oxidizer...................................
42.95
73.82
42.36
71.35
42.26
70.23
Main Pump Flowrate (lb/sec)
Fuel .......................................
Oxidizer	 :
.8087
4.821
.7514
4.901
.7311
5.063
..................................
Preburner
Gas Temperature (Deg-R) ....................... 582.6 607.7 631.2
Preburner Chamber Pressure .................... 313.2 304 . 9 306.4
Turbine
Main Turbine Flowrate (lb/sec)
Fuel .......................................
Oxidizer ...................................
.4930
.25n2
.4576
.2320
.4447
.2255
Boost Turbine Flowrate (1b/sec)
Fuel ....................................... 904879 .04466 .04215
Oxidizer ................................... .04066 .03722 .03512
Mai n Oxidizer Valve Position (r) ................. 62. 64.5 67.5
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`	 TABLE
	
2 
=	 STEADY STATE PERFORMANCE AT LOW THRUST WITH PUMP RECIRCULATION
MR - 5.781 MR	 6.032
Thrust	 (LBF)	 ..........	 ................ 1640 1610
Main Chamber Pr.	 (lb/in2) ............... 169.9 166.
Specific Impulse (sec) .................. 458.3 455.9
Pump
Main Pump Speed (rpm)
Fuel ............................ 23159. 22722.
Oxidizer ........................ 17808. 17271.
Boost Pump Speed (rpm)
Fuel ............................ 13500. 13270.
Oxidizer ........................ 3420. 2272.
Main Pump Disch. Pr. (psia)
Fuel ............................ 277.8 268.5
Oxidizer ........................ 407.3 386.2
Boost Pump Disch. Pr.	 (psia)
Fuel ............................
1	 '
36.57 36.18
Oxidizer ........................ 70.30 69.11
Main Pump Flowrate	 (lb/sec)
Fuel ............................ .8845 .8524
Oxidizer ........................ 3.051 3.029
Preburner
Gas
	 Temp	 (0R) ....................... 621.2 634.6
Preburner Pr	 (psis) ................. 203.4 197.8
Turbine
Main Turbine Flowrate (lb/sec)
Fuel .......................... .3251 .3092
Oxidizer ....................... .165 .1569
Boost Turbine Flowrate
	 (lb/sec)....
Fuel ........................... .02937 .02793
Oxidizer ....................... .02447 .02327
Valves
MOV	 (%	 Open) ....................... 54. 54.5
Fuel Pump Feedback Valve
Pos	 (7	 - Open) ................. 7.0 7.0
AP Across Valve 	 (psia)........ 241.23 232.32
Flowrate thru valve
	 (lb/sec).... .3568 .3502
Turbine	 Bypass Valve ................. Closed Closed
NPSP	 (ft) ....................... +1.35 +.93
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attainable chamber pressure decreases. With the change in flowrate and
propellant density at the main fuel pump,the main pump required NPSH
decreases substantially because of the reduced speed, but the available
NPSH also decreases since the boost pump discharge pressure decreases
substantially from the full thrust values. This indicates that low thrust
operation must be carefully considered when the low pressure boost pumps
are designed so that sufficient NPSH is supplied for main pump operation.
The results of the Phase II study using fuel pump recirculation to avoid
the positive slope region of the fuel H-Q curve indicate that this is a
viable method of achieving low thrust operation (1-2K) with a minimum
modification of the fuel pump.
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INJECTOR PERFORMANCE
An analysis of the OTV Staged Combustion Engine injector operation at a low
thrust level (1-2K) was conducted. The results of the analysis show that an
optimized injector designed for high thrust operating at low thrust should
operate satisfactorily at this level with no modifications. The injector
fuel side pressure drop at the low thrust level remains relative high
because of the reduced hydrogen density. Consequently, the fuel injection
velocity is also high and the resulting injector element mixing and
performance should be consistent with the high values demonstrated at the
20K operating level. The oxidizer injection pressure drop at low thrust
level operation is substantially reduced. This reluction has little effect
on the mixing and performance of the injector elements but could affect the
feed system coupled stability of the engine.
Analysis shows that the oxidizer APO/Pc ratio at the low thrust level will
be approximately .06. Based on SSME and J-2S engine experience, this APO/Pc
should result in stable engine operation. If, however, hot fire testing
shows the engine has feed system coupled instability at the low thrust level,
simple injector modification can be incorporated to correct the instability.
There are several alternative approaches which can be used to modify or kit
the injector. For an engine which is to be used exclusively at low thrust,
the injector would be designed for the low flowrates and the assembly would
be manufactured to this specific design. The major assemblies of the
injector such as the body, manifold and faceplate would require minimum
changes.
The injector elements would be resized with the same number as being used
for the 20K thrust level. The oxidizer posts would be sized for the
specific low thrust level application and brazed into the injector body.
New fuel sleeves may be required to interface with the new oxidizer posts.
This approach of a new injector assembly exclusively for low thrust operation
offers an efficient injector design which could be kitted for the low
thrust mode.
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An alternative approach to an injector for low thrust operation is to
modify the existing injector by making only an oxidizer post modification.
There are several ways to modify the oxidzer post. One method is to use an
oxidizer post insert with a smaller orifice flow area to increase the
injection pressure drop, Fig.63A. An alternative injector modification is
to machine back the oxidizer posts and to braze on a new tip with a reduced
diameter integral orifice. This approach is shown in Fig.63B • New fuel
sleeve assemblies would be used to interface with the brazed on oxidizer
post tips. These changes would result in an injector having proper injection
velocities for high combustion efficiency and proper pressure drops for
feed system coupled combustion stability.
COMBUSTOR AND NOZZLE COOLING FLOW REQUIREMENTS
Dump-cooled nozzle coolant flow requirements ac pumped idle chamber pressure
conditions are shown in Fig-64. It is seen that the flowrates available to
the nozzle with the mainstage coolant control valve settings are not
sufficient to maintain the dump nozzle wall temperatures at the level
obtained during mainstage and required for the prescribed engine life. A
flowrate of 0.05 lbs/sec was determined for the OTV engine to achieve a
slight degree of overcooling. This amount of coolant can be provided to the
dump-cooled nozzle by changing the coolant control valve setting when
operating at low thrust.
Cooling flow requirements for the combustor are indicated in Fig.65 as a
function of mixture ratio at pumped idle conditions. Mainstage coolant
values attained with mainstage valve settings result in a high degree of
overcooling in the combustor. A flo•,rrate of 0.287 lbs/sec provides
adequate cooling at mixture raio of 6:1 for the 166 psia case with fuel
pump recirculation and allows redirection of some of the flow to the dump-
cooled nozzle, the more critical thrust chamber component at pu.,,ped idle
mode.
After the dump-cooled nozzle and combustor jacket coolant flow requirements
have been determined, the remainder of the available fuel flow is used in
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the regeneratively-cooled nozzle (Fig.66). The resultant 0.165 lbs/sec is
sufficient to provide mom degree of overcooling when compared to sainstage
wall temperature conditions. The results of the combustor and nozzle
cooling analysis indicate that the OTV engine can be adequately cooled during
	 .
low thrust operation.
ENGINE PERFORMANCE
A detailed power and flow balance point at design mixture ratio of 6:1 is
presented in Table 23for the OTV staged combustion engine concept for both
the high and low thrust modes of operation.
Delivered engine performance at design mixture ratio was calculated according
to standard JANNAF performance procedures. The performance has as a starting
point the theoretical one-dimensional equilibrium performance of the propellants
r_aacted at the conditions existing in the propellant tanks. To this base
performance, the effects of propellant heating, pressurization, combustion,
friction, divergence, and leakage losses are superimposed. Combustion, kinetic
and nozzle divergence losses amount to 4.8 seconds at full-thrust. These
losses have been verified through correlation with measured ASE performance.
The effects of regenerative heating of the propellants are accounted for in
the performance calculations. Pump leakage losses and the improved specific
impulse effect of heating and dumping hydrogen in the dump coolant nozzle
are included in the calculations.
Based upon the computer model results, the modifications to the OTV staged
combustion engine which permit extended operation at low thrust and high
mixture ratio are: (1) modification of the main LOX injector, (2) removal
of the preburner, and use of fuel pump recirculation. Table 23 summarizes low
thrust operation at a high mixture ratio (5.96). High delivered specific
impulse (458.5 sec) can be obtained based upon modification of the main
injector. A combustion eneriy release efficiency of .99 is used based upon
previous LOX/hydrogen experience kitting of the injector. The reaction
kinetics efficiency is .9677 and the boundary layer drag efficiency is .9683
at 1500 pound thrust.
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TABLE 23. OTV STAGED 000MUSTION ENGINE BALANCE
(HIGH 6 LOW TRUST MODES) MR - 6
High Thrust Low Thrust
Design Variables	 Mode	 Mode
General
Thrust, lbF 20,000 1610
Chamber Pressure, PSIA 2000 166
Mixture Ratio, Engine 6.0 6.032
Specific Impulse (Engine), seconds 477.12 455.9
Engine Fuel Flowrate, lb/sec 5.99 0.5022
Engine Oxidizer Flowrate, lb/sec 35.93 3.029
Dump Coolant Fuel Flowrate, lb/sec 0.36 0.05
Preburner
Preburner Combustion Temperature, R 1860 Not
Preburner Mixture Ratio 0.79 Operating
Total Preburner Flowrate, lb/sec 9.00
Preburner Combustion Pressure, psi& 3306.5
Turbomachinery
Low Pressure Oxidizer Pump Speed, rpm 6020 2272
Low Pressure Oxidizer Pump Inlet Pressure, psis 16.3 163
Low Pressure Oxidizer Pump Outlet Pressure, psis 133.4 69.11
Low Pressure Oxidizer Pump Diameter, inches 3.69 3.69
Low Pressure Fuel Pump Speed, rpm 24,681 13.270
Low Pressure Fuel Pump Inlet Pressure, psia 18.82 18.82
Low Pressure Fuel Pump Outlet Pressure, psi& 74.3 36.18
Low Pressure Fuel Pump Diameter, inches 3.17 3.17
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TABLE 23 (Concluded)
Design Variables
High Thrust
Mode
Low Thrust
Mode
High Pressure Oxidizer Pump Speed, rpm 70,000 17,271
High Pressure Oxidizer Pump Outlet Pressure, psia 4852 386
High Pressure Oxidizer Pump Diameter, inches 1.71 1.71
High Pressure Fuel Pump Speed, rpm 95,000 22,722
High Pressure Fuel Flowrate, 01 sec 5.99 .8524
High Pressure Fuel Pump Outlet Pressure, psia 4563 268.5
High Pressure Fuel Pump Diameter, inches 3.19 3.19
High Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Dia+wter, inches 3.32 3.32
High Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Flowrate, lb/sec 2.78 .1569
High Pres&ure Oxidizer Turbine Admission 0.48 0.48
High Pressure Oxidizer Turbine Tip Speed, ft/sec 1600 394
High Pressure Fuel Turbine Diameter, inches 2.72 2.72
High Pressure Fuel Turbine Flowrate, lb/sec 6.23 .3092
High Pressure Fuel Turbine Admission 1.00 1.00
High Pressure Fuel Turbine Tip Speed, ft/sec 1589.7 380
Cooling Jacket
Combustor Coolant Flowrate, lb/sec 3.47 .265
Nozzle Coolant Flowrate, lb/sec 1.44 .165
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EXPECTED ENGINE LIFE AND RnimiLITY tX1ANCE8
The underlying mission assumptions for engine life and reliability require-
ments for the low tt-ust mode of operation are for an unmanned payload deliv-
ery type mission. However as a worst case the following assumptions were made:
(a) Tht engines are used for roundtrip missions between LEO and GEO
(b) le missions are sunned
Engine Life
The low thrust adaption of the basic 20K lb thrust staged combustion engine
will require stage burn times which are in the order of 12 times longer
(for F - 1500 lbs) than those of the basic engine to accomplish the acme
mission. Low thrust stage burn time t is:
t
F	
(IS)
	
H.F. X	 L.F.
L.F.	 tH.F. FL F.
	
(IS)
H.F.
where L.F. • low thrust (1 to 2K lb)
H.F. - high thrust (20K lb)
and F and IS are thrust and specific impulse
For missions involving a payload transfer from LEO to CEO the burn time
requirments are approximately as follows for a low thrust engine, based
on data in Tables 40 and C-11,Ref. 2.
Total Mission AV (Ref. 1) 	 tH.F.	 tL.F.
	
Vehicle	 (ft/sec)	 hr	 hr
	
APOTV	 17,900	 0.55	 6.7
	
AMOTV	 20.400	 0.48	 5.9
The low thrust engine burn times are longer then the service free life
requirements fnr the high thrust engine (two hours). This means that
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the service free life requirements for the OTV low thrust engine will have
to be redefined.
The life duration of the 20K lb thrust engine is limited mainly by the
design life of the rotating machinery components, for example by bearing
and seal wear. The reduced load and speed levels of the low thrust operation
should compensate for the increased firing duration. For example, the
rotational speeds of the main oxidizer and fuel pumps are lower by a
factor of 4 during low thrust operat ,^ than during high thrust operation,
the fluid discharge pressures are reduced by a factor of about 20. The
combustion chamber has a 20OF (70X) lower wall temperature during low
thrust operation as compared to high thrust operation.
These lower pressure, thermal load and s prain levels result in increased
low cycle and high cycle fatigue life and in longer creep limited life of
engine components during low thrust operation. Another contributing
factor for longer low cycle fatigue life is the much lower ramp rates
required for startup and shutdown of the low thrust engine. Lower ramp
rates are needed for low thrust engine missions, since the payload
requirements call for low accelerations and decelerations. An engine life
increase is expected for low thrust operation above the 10 hour life for
full thrust operation. The exact magnitude of the life increase would
require a more detailed analysis of thrust chamber and pump designs.
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Engine Reliability
In a simple model of rocket engine reliability the overall engine
reliability is the product of start and mainstage reliabilities,
RE - RS X RM. Only mainstage reliability is affected by engine burn time t,
RM - e- At ft 1 - At, where a is the failure rate during mainstage
operation,. If the failure rate of the low thrust engine were the same as
that of the high thrust engine, the longer burn time of the low thrust
engine would result in decreased engine reliability. In order to achieve
the same mainstage reliability for low and high thrust operations, the
mainstage failure rate at low thrust operation should be less than the
failure rate at high thrust operation times the ratio of mainstage firing
duration tL.F./tH.F.• This means in general that the driving mainstage
failure rates at low thrust operation must be lower by a factor of about
12 in order to achieve equal reliabilities for low thrust and high thrust
engine operation. It also means that the failure rates of those components
which are little affected by the reduced thrust (such as the boost pumps)
must be sufficiently low for both modes of engine operation.
It is expected that the failure rates of components operating at the low
thrust design point would be lower than at 20K thrust due to the lower stresses
imposed by low speed pump operation, low pressures and low temperatures; many
components would be operated at essentially derated conditions. While it
is not possible to analytically relate failure rates for operation at low
thrust to operation at high thrust the increased margins of safety would
imply that a decrease by a factor of 10 or more is achievable. If operation
at the low thrust mode requires more start and stop cycle, however, the lower
stresses may not be the most significant factor in the probability of a
sL..cessful start and additional attention during developmeut should be placed
on achieving a high start reliability. Full duration engine tests would represent
one of the major DDTbE cost items .
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DDT&E COSTS
The DDT&E costs for a 20k lb thrust staged combustion engine, modified
for low thrust operation, were estimated based on the following groundrules:
1. The low thrust engine development is assumed to be preceeded by
the full development of a rated high thrust engine. The low
thrust engine development therefore will build on the basis of
a rated thrust engine whose operating characteristics have been
firmly established by detailed component and engine tests.
2. Engine conversion from rated thrust to low thrust is performed
by modifying existing engine components as noted in Table 24.
The ROM cost estimate for DDT&E to convert a 20K lb thrust staged
combustion engine to a 1 to 2K lb thrust high performance duration engine
if: shown in Table 24. Total cost is about $12.75 mission (1980) dollars.
The cost itemization uses the same WBS elements as in 'Orbit Transfer Vehicle
Engine Study, Phase A," July 9, 1979, RI/RD 79-191-2, Vol. IIB, Table 6.
The majority of the cost, about 61X is incurred due to engine testing.
ENGINE WEIGHT IMPACT
The conversion of a high thrust staged combustion engine to a low thrust
engine will not influence engine weight in any significant amount. Removal
of the preburner injector and the oxidizer line and valve will save some
7 to 10 lbs (2X of engine weight), but additiona of a pump recirculation
line and control valves will largely compensate for this weight decrease and
the resultant low thrust engine weight will be essentially the same as that
for high thrust operation (433 lbs).
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TABLE 24. DDT&E COST ESTIMATES FOR OTV ENGINE
LOW THRUST MODIFICATIONS
Component Modification
	 in FY 1980, Millions
Main Fuel Pump	 2.25
Add a recirculation line between pump discharge and
pump inlet:
Add control valve in fuel pump recirculation line
bypass lines:
Design, component analysis, control system analysis,
component fabrication
Pump, HQ TW5
60 Turbopump Tests (SSFL)
Main Combustion Chamber Injector	 1.05
Change injection element flow passages:
Design, analysis, and fabrication
injector cold flow tests (Lab)
30 injector hot fire tests (SSFL)
Control Valves	 .45
To be used for fuel pump recirculation bypass
Design, analysis, and fabrication
WBS
Element
1.1.1.1
1.1.2.1
1.1.5.2
	
1.1.10
	
Engine Tests	 7.80
300 engine tests at low ramp rates, low thrust,
and extended duration (COCA)
	
1.1.11
	 System Engineering & Project Management 	 1.20
Total
	
12.75
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IDENTIFICATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY
New technology required to enable design and construction of a staged
combustion engine capable of efficient operation at the low thrust mode
has been identified as a part of this task. The required modifications
to the basic staged combustion engine are in the fuel pump to allow opera-
tion at low thrust and possible modification of the injector to prevent
feed system coupled instability. A technology program to modify the
MK 48-F liquid hydrogen turbopump is discussed in the following.
A hydrogen turbopump technology program would define the limits of
rocket engine turbopump off--design operation, due to throttling, down
to low thrust levels and wide variations in mixture ratio. This would
permit the operation of centrifugal pumps in regions closer to their
design points for the low thrust application
The high performance Rocketdyne developed MK48-F liquid hydrogen
turbopump with its newly incorporated axial inlet and inducer would
be used as the research turbopump. Pump modification would consist
of propellant bypass line to return a portion of the pumped fluid
back to the pump inlet line. In this return line, a servo-controlled
oxidizer valve would be installed which will control the LH 2 bypass
flowrate. In addition, a flow measuring device will be required to
measure the bypass flowrate.
The MK48-F turbopump would be driven by ambient hydrogen gas through
the turbine, which will supply the required power for any speed de-
sired. The Q/N load curve will be adjusted by the pump discharge
servo-throttle valve.
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The test series would be conducted as follows: A given speed would be pre-
selected and the discharge throttle valve will be positioned to give a
(Q/N) R = 1.0. After speed is attained the discharge throttle valve would
be closed, in preselected increments, thus lowering the (Q/N) R. As the peak
of the H-Q curve is approached, the pump bypass throttle valve would be opened
so that the pump always operates on the negative slope portion of the H--Q
curve. As the discharge throttle valve is further closed, the bypass
throttle valve is further opened. Two specific areas need defining: (1) The
amount of bypass flow and subsequent recirculation that the turbopump can handle
until the heating of the bypass fluid causes the pump to stall and, (2)
the	 optimum location upstream of the pump inlet to reinsert the bypass
fluid.
Cost to conduct this program is moderate from a hardware standpoint, in that
the MK48-F turbopump exists and the bypass throttle valve and control system
exist and are operable. Only the bypass line and flow measuring device need
be fabricated and installed. A 60	 test series would be conducted in
APTF, Lima Stand. A month of hardware installation and checkout would be
required before the 3 to 4 month test program is conducted. A week should
be planned to remove the pump from the facility and disassemble. No special
additional facility construction or modification is required. Cost of prop-
ellant and facility operation would be the same as for any MK48-F test driven
by ambient GH 2 . This test program would be most cost of"ective when combined
with the next planned MK48-F test series, since the cost of installation and
removal of the hardware would be eliminated.
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TASK 10: SAFETY, RELIABILITY AND DEVELOPMENT RISK COMPARISON
Since the OTV is a manrated vehicle, stringent demands for high system
reliability and safety are required for the entire OTV, including its
propulsion system. The effects of reliability and safety demands on
OTV propulsion system selection, on engine design and test philosophy,
and on engine cycle were investigated. In addition, a development risk
comparison between the staged combustion and advanced expander cycle
engines was performed.
The discussion of task study results is structured into four parts.
First, the approach to engine manrating, safety, and reliability is
reviewed for rocket engines of past manrated space vehicles, from
Mercury to Apollo, and of the current Space Shuttle Program. Second,
the major manrating, safety and reliability issues for OTV propulsion
ate addressed. Thirdly, from these issues desirable propulsion system
features are derived and a suggested safety and reliability approach
for OTV propulsion is presented. Fourth, a development risk methodology
is described and results of its application for a cost risk comparison
between staged combustor and advanced expander are presented.
ENGINE RELIABILITY CRITERIS FOR PAST AND CURRENT MANRATED SPACE VEHICLES
Mercury, Gemini and Apollo Programs
Early manned space flights used boosters designed for ballistic missiles,
and reliability requirements were based on military objectives. The
Atlas and Titan I vehicles for the Mercury and Gemini Programs used
booster engines with a reliability goal of 0.85 at 90% confidence level,
which was successfully demonstrated in 100 tests with some failures
allowed. The Saturn booster engines (H-1, F-1, J-2) had an engine re-
liability goal of 0.99 at 50% confidence level to be demonstrated in 69
predeclared, equivalent full duration tests without failure. This
corresponds to a reliability of 0.967 at 90% confidence level. The
goal was demonstrated early in the program; however, a large number of
development tests was required, over 1200 for the F-1 and J-2, see Fig. 67.
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At the time of the first manned Saturn V flight, the F-1 engines
had accumulated a total of over 2500 and the J-2 of over 3500 develop-
ment tests. At the end of the engine programs, the F-1 had demonstrated
ti99.8%, and the J-2 N99.7% reliability, both at 50% confidence. These
reliabilities were achieved through Extensive component and engine
test programs, aided by a vigorous quality assurance program. The
engines had some component redundancy, such as flight instrumentation
and electrical igniters.
A reliability exceeding 0.99 was allocated, but no demonstration re-
quired, for the Apollo SPS and LEM engines, see Table 25. High reliability
was achieved through redundancy of critical engine components, design
verification tests, qual tests and a formal certification program.
The Saturn V boost phase abort safety features were as follows:
The Saturn V launch vehicle was held down until all five F-1 engines
reached full thrust. If one F-1 engine did not attain full thrust,
launch would have been aborted. Safe crew return was possible at all
times during the F-1 and J-2 powered Saturn stage flight. Engine out
capability with mission continuation was limited to a small part at the
end of the first stage boost phase and to some part of the second stage
boost phase.
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ENGINE
RELIABILITY
VEHICLE GOAL VERIFICATION
• MERCURY
ATLASNZ .85 TEST DEMONSTRATION:
• GEMINI 100 TESTS; 90% CONFZ
uj TITAN I
WJ
a4 • SATURN BOOSTERS
Z H-1 .99 TEST DEMONSTRATION:W F-1 69 TESTS, 50% CONFX J-2W
• APOLLO
SPS .9999 DESIGN VERIFICATION TESTS
LEM DESCENT .9991 QUAL TESTS[CERTIFICATIONLEM ASCENT .999982
W • SPACE SHUTTLE
m SSME NO DESIGN VERIFICATION SPEC'S
OMs NUMERICAL LIFE REQUIREMENTS
RCS GOAL CERTIFICATIONWQ
TABLE 25. RELIABILITY CRITERIA FOR MANRATED VEHICLES
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Space Shuttle Program
A specific system safety program is being applied to the Space Shuttle
Orbiter with the objective of systematically identifying and evalua-
ting potential hazards to the crew, equipment or facilities: Acceptable
methods for hazard control are defined; each specification for Space
Shuttle propulsion systems requires strict compliance with established
hazard evaluation and control methods; hazard analyses are prepared to
document compliance with the safety requirements, and concurrence and
approval is required at established checkpoints by NASA.
Design verification specifications are prepared for major subsystems and
each contractor end item. Each design requirement must be individually
verified by a predetermined method, such as test or analysis. NASA
agreement of satisfactory verification is also required for each sub-
system. The requirements that must be verified prior to major program
events are specifically defined. Examples of design verification are
engine PSC demonstration and hazard analyses.
The reliability program concentrates on assessing and confirming the
engineering design for reliability rather than demonstrating quantita-
tive reliability requirements. Features of the reliability program
include:
1. Design review of all components which are capable of causing
system failure. These are conducted at pre-planned checkpoints
in the layout, detail design and production release sequence.
Followup audits assess completion of action items.
2. The failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) confirms that
specified redundancy and fail-safe features have been incor-
porated. The Critical Items list summarizes design, test and
inspection features of items critical to mission success.
3. Failure analysis is conducted on all functional failures to
assure that corrective action is taken.
4. Maturity assessment techniques measure progress toward a system
capable of reliably performing mission requirements. Both tech-
nical and programmatic problem areas are pinpointed.
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FIGURE 67. DEMONSTRATED F-1 and J-2 RELIABILITIES
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The Space Shuttle mission safety features are as follows:
All three SSME engines have to be at full thrust prior to solid
rocket ignition. Failure to attain full thrust or loss of component
redundancy during this period will cause launch abort. The Space
Shuttle Orbiter returns for landing at the launch site or at a con-
tingency landing site in the event an SSME shuts down prior to
attaining the desired orbit. The SSME features special dcrign
provisions to enhance reliability and safety. These include the
following:
1. The engines incorporate a redundant safety limit monitoring
system that will shut down the engine if a limit is violated.
2. The electrical control system (controller, instrumentation
and interconnections) are redundant. They will fail opera-
tional after one failure and are capable of safe engine shut-
down after a second failure.
3. The main propellant valve actuators have redundant servo
control valves and feature a pneumatic backup for safe closure
in the event of hydraulic system failure.
4. The engine controller verifies redundancy and integrity of
the operational components prior to launch, during flight
and in post-flight turn-around operations.
5. The engine is designed for long-life (55 missions between major
overhaul).
Propulsion for maneuvering of the Orbiter while near or in low earth
orbit consists of two 6K lb. thrust Grbital Maneuvering Engines (OME),
and a Reaction Control System (RCS); all engines are pressure fed with
NTO and MMH propellants. The OME's provide propulsion for orbit inser-
tion, orbit transfer, rendezvous, de-orbit and launch abort. Launch
abort (either return to launch site, or around-once orbit) can be
accomplished with only one OME, or with only four RCS thrusters in the
+X direction. The four RCS thrusters can provide a total of 3.5K lb.
thrust. One OME and two +X RCS thrusters are packaged with their pro-
pellant tanks into one pod. The engines in the two pods are physically
separated by one of the three SSME's. All OMS propellant can be fed to
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either OHE or to the four +X ACS thrusters. Extensive use of redun-
dancy in propellant valves is made, see Fig. 68.
The major safety and reliability requirements that apply to the SSME
also apply to thy: OHS engines. This includes mechanical components
of fail-safe design, electrical components which are fail op/fail safe,
and redundant propellant valves. All design specifications are verified,
and an extensive certification is performed. A reliability goal is not
required to be demonstrated.
The reliability and safety approach for past and current engines used
on manrated vehicles is summarised in Table 26.
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PAST ENGINES - MERCURY, GEMINI, SATURN, APOLLO
• EMPHASIS ON HIGH RELIABILITY; ENGINE SAFETY NOT EXPLICITLY ADDRESSED
• SOME PROGRAM NUMERICAL GOALS FOR RELIABILITY WERE DEMONSTRATED
• FEW REDUNDANT ENGINE COMPONENTS
• LIMITED ENGINE OUT CAPABILITY
CURRENT ENGINES - SPACE SHUTTLE
*EMPHASIS ON SAFETY AS A TOTAL PROGRAM COMMITMENT
• QUALITATIVE TREATMENT OF RELIABILITY
*ENGINE OUT CAPABILITY FOR SAFE RETURN CONSIDERED IMPORTANT
• REDUNDANCY OF SELECTED ENGINE COMPONENTS
TABLE 26. SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY AND SAFETY APPROACH
FOR PAST AND CURRENT MANRATED PROGRAM ENGINES.
e
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OTV PROPULSION SYSTEM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY ISSUES
The following points are addressed as major issues for OTV propulsion
manrating, safety and reliability:
1. Do current NASA specifications for the STS and for previous
manned space programs adequately cover safety criteria for
OTV propulsion, specifically during space flight?
2. Which OTV propulsion system configurations are best for mission
success and for crew safety from the standpoint of highest
success probability?
3. How is engine reliability affected by:
a. The number of engine tests
b. Demonstration requirements of reliability goals
c. Engine component redundancy, and
d. Engine cycle?
4. What is a viable OTV engine design approach for safety and
reliability?
The study assumed as a groundrule OTV crew safety independently from
the existence of a life-boat type vehicle.
Document Review
A number of NASA documents were reviewed to determine the applicability
of safety and reliability specifications for OTV engines. This review
concluded that several documents contained valuable basic requirements
for OTV engine design (e.g., preferred order of design measures), but
no specifications were found specifically applicable to OTV engine safety
covering the space flight aspects. The reviewed documents are listed
in Ta!-Ie 27.
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OTV Mission Success and Crew Safety Definition
OTV mission success is defined as successful insertion of a payload
into geostationary earth orbit (GEO) and return to low earth orbit (LEO).
Using the Reference 2 data, this entails six main engine starts, AV
requirements of ti28,000 ft/sec for the APOTV, and ti20,000 ft/sec for
the AMOTV concept.
OTV crew safety is defined as safe return of the OTV crew to LEO, regard-
less of the payload disposition. The greatest OTV propulsion demand is
for return to LEO from GEO. Using the Reference 2 data, this requires
three main engine starts and half the mission AV requirements for APOTV
(i.e., n.14,000 ft/sec), and one-third of the mission AV requirements for
the AMOTV (i.e., ti6500 ft/sec).
Best Engine Configurations
Figure 69 shows the reliability improvement achieved by employing two or
three engines with engine-out capability. Clusters of two and three
engines without engine-out capability are shown as the non-redundant
engine curves at the bottom of the graph (1/1, 2/2, 3/3). Engine-out
capability curve3 for two engines with one required, and three engines
with one or two required, are shown as the redundant engine curves. The
calculations are based on a 5% probability of non-independent failure,
that is: 5% of the engine failures can result in damage to an adjacent
engine or other propulsion component, causing loss of propulsion capa-
bility. This estimate is based on results of engine test firings of
past Rocketdyne engine programs.
As shown in Figure 69, for reliabilities greater than 0.95, one redundant
engine gives the highest propulsion system success probability. More
than two engines would not increase this probability, due to the assumed
5% non-independent failure probability.
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Relative failure probability is shown in Fig. 70 for combinations of
engine-out capability in clusters of two and three OTV engines. One
engine without backup is the comparison standard with a relative failure
probability of 1. Addition of a low thrust backup engine for crew safety
reduces the failure probability to 0.03. In a cluster of two main engines,
both required for the entire mission, but only one for safe crew return,
the relative mission failure probability :oubles, but crew safety probability
is decreased to 0.1. Addition of a low thrust backup engine for crew
safety further reduces the relative failure probability to 0.003. The
lowest relative failure probability for mission success is realized in a
cluster of two main engines with both engines only required for the first
burn. Following this, the mission could be completed with only one engine.
Three engines, with all three required only for the first burn in the
mission, and mission completion by two engines, increases the failure pro-
bability, due to the contribution of non-independent engine failure modes
affecting more than one engine. The bar chart assumes that the backup engine
is not affected by failures of the main engine, and that main engine failures
have a 5% chance of non-independency. The reliability of a single main
engine was assumed as > 0.99,and that of the backup engines as 0.97.
The conclusions from the engine configurations analyzed are as follows:
1. From the standpoint of minimum failure probability, the use
of two main engines, either capable of mission completion after
the first burn with both engines, is best for mission success.
Inherent in this conclusion is the assumed mission groundrule
that the mission will not be started with one engine known to
be out.
2. For safe crew return, the failure probability can be further re-
duced if a backup propulsion, for instance, consisting of a low
thrust engine, is employed in addition to the two main engines.
Either main engine or the backup engine would be able to provide
propulsion for safe return from any point in the mission.
The feasibility of using a backup engine for additional crew safety hag to
be further investigated.
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Number of Engine Tests for Reliability Demonstration
If a high engine reliability is required to be demonstrated, a large
number of engine tests consisting of successful equivalent mission duty
cycles is necessary. The engine mission duty cycle for an OTV going from
LEO to GEO and return (AV '1-28,000 ft/sec for APOTV) for example, requires
six engine starts and a total burn time on the order of 1/2 to 1 hour,
depending on thrust and specific impulse. The curves shown in Figure 71
for 50% and 95% confidence levels are obtained from the standard relia-
bility equation:
RE	 { 1	 100 } 1/N , where
RE	engine reliability
CL	 confidence level
N	 number of successful tests
A successful test is defined as the equivalence of a complete mission
duty cycle without engine failure. Since the mission consists of six
starts, the duty cycles multiplied by 6 yield the number of required
engine starts, also shown in Fig. 71.
The intersection of the 50% curve with the duty cycle axis represents
the reliability demonstration goal for the F-1 and J-2 engines (0.990)
which required 69 successful tests. For a demonstrated reliability of
0.999, about 700 successful equivalent mission duty cycles are required.
Figure 71 relates the large amount of testing and the associated high
cost, if a high numerical reliability demonstration goal by test is
required.
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Reliability Demonstration
An assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of numerical relia-
bility demonstration revealed the following:
Advantages: Important advantages are a clear understanding between NASA
and the engine contractor of the required ergine reliability with a con-
venient acceptance criterion and a simple measure for program progress
and engine manrating. The demonstration goal, if extended to all major
OTV subsystems, serves to NASA as an indicator of those subsystems which
need additional effort for reliability improvement. Cost-risk analyses
and tradeoffs using reliability as a parameter become more credible if
the reliabilities are expected to be demonstrated.
Disadvantages: A demonstrated reliability is always based on a reliability
allocation which has its origin in a "permissible" crew and vehicle loss.
The bases for permissible crew and vehicle losses and for subsystem allo-
cations are arbitrary and difficult to be substantiated. Originally
allocated reliability goals which have to be demonstrated may prove to be
incorrect by later component testing, and a reallocation may result in
program delays and/or cost overruns. Many demonstration tests are re-
quired to achieve reliabilities in excess of 992 and may induce a false
sense of security since reliability is not a singular measure of safety.
A total program commitment to safety, such as presently being pursued in
the Space Shuttle program,appears to be a more viable approach.
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Effect of Engine Component Redundancy on Engine Reliability
The effect of engine component redundancy on engine reliability can be
estimated by first calculating the engine unreliability assuming each
component type is not redundant, and then introducing redundancy for
those components which can be made redundant. The reliability apportion-
ment for an engine with nonredundant components is based on Rocketdyne
component and engine test data. It is impractical to make ducts and
lines, the combustion chamber, or the turbopump redundant. Controls,
valves, electrical components, flight instrumentation and the controller
can employ redundancy. This reduces engine failure probability by one-
half, as shown in Table 28. For example, if the engine reliability were
assumed as 0.990 without redundant engine componi:r': , _, It would become
0.995 with redundancy.
OTV Engine Design Approach for Safety and Reliability
The objective of the design approach is to protect critical engine func-
tions and critical engine components. This objective can be met with a
combination of the following design factors as discussed in more detail
below:
Engine Component Redundancy (i.e. Redundancy within t:ie Engine)
Fail-safe Features
. Engine Health Monitoring
. Common Mode Failure Protection
Redundancy of Engine Components. Selected components such as start com-
ponents, controller, flight instrumentation and valve actuation can be
made redundant following an evaluation of their function criticality and
their individual reliabilities.
The objective of assured engine start and shutdown on command is achieved
by redundancy of all critical components required for start and shutdown.
These include the controller, igniters, the vehi-le power source for ignition
and valves or actuators.
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In the following, a practical approach for propellant valve redundancy
is described. Conflicting objectives exist for main propellant valves:
while carried in the Shuttle Orbiter's payload bay, there should be no
propellant leakage from the OTV tanks and engines into the bay to pre-
clude premature firing. This objective led NASA to the requirement
(NHB 1700.7) that "each propellant delivery system must contain three
mechanically independent propellant flow control devices in series that
remain closed during all ground and flight phases until the deployed pay-
load has reached a safe distance from the Orbiter".
Once the OTV engines have started, uninterrupted propellant flow to the
OTV engines has to be assured for the entire mission. This objective
can best me met with only two propellant valves in series but with re-
dundancy for these two valves.
A third objective is to provide positive isolation of propellant from a
failed engine to prevent propellant loss through a damaged engine and
potential cascading damage to other engines or OTV systems.
All three objectives can be satisfied with three valves in series, of
which the rank valve is closed during the OTV residence in the Orbiter
payload bay and mechanically locked in the open position following OTV
deployment at a safe distance from the Orbiter, see Figure 72. The ob-
jective of assured opening and cl.)sing of the two remaining valves can
best be met with redundant valve actuators and a redundant controller,
since those are the components with predominant tailures for unplanned
propellant flow interruption events.
Fail-Safe Features. An example is engine redline monitoring with an.n-
matic engine shutdown if a redline is exceeded, possibly leading to a
catastrophic failure and endangering a neighboring engine.
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t
	 Health Monitoring. Engines for a manrated, reusable vehicle will rely
heavily on the capability for engine chectout and health monitoring, with
engine status indication available to the vehicle crew. The functions to
be performed include the following;
a. Engine ready verification. This will be done as automatic
component checkout at preflight and prior to engine ignition.
b. Redline monitoring. Redundant monitoring of all safety-critical
parameters for safety confirmation and for fail-safe engine shut-
d'-wn in case critical parameters exceed redlines.
c. Redundancy management and failure response. When one or more
elements of a redundant component fail, switchover to the
healthy element has to be performed automatically as part of
the failure response.
d. Data reporting for maintenance and reusability. The reusability
aspects of the engines require that all component failures are
recorded for action by post-flight maintenance operations.
These functions are fulfilled by specific design features, such as a
redundant, self-checking controller, specific instrumentation for red-
lines and engine health monitoring, and redundant sensors for safety-
critical functions.
Protection Against Common Mode or Non-Independent Failures. (One failure
causing loss of more than one engine.) When more than one engine is used,
the probability of common cause, common mode, or non-independent failures
has to be reduced. It requires, for example, that fail-safe (i.e., off--)
controls are provided to terminate propellait flow to an engine in the event
of a catastrophic malfunction. This can be accomplished by valves which
close in case the control signal is lost (spring-actuated or pneumatic-
reservoir-actuated valves).
Another requirement is the protection of vital controls on the second main
engine if the first engine fails. This is accomplished by separating and/or
hardening control lines (example: armored electrical harness).
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Engine Cycle Effect on Reliability
A comparative reliability analysis was performed for the advanced ex-
pander and staged combustor engine configurations. Two approaches were
used in the analysis:
1. Qualitative functional comparison
In this approach selected engineering parameters influencing
reliability were established and the "reliability performance"
of each component of the two engines was subjectively judged
and ranked. The following comparison parameters were chosen:
• High pressure pump discharge pressure
• Turbine inlet temperature
• Combustion chamber pressure
• Complexity
• Component redundancy
• Controllability
The expander reliability ranked slightly higher in this comparison than
that of the staged combustor, mainly due to the influence of the first
three parameters.
2. Estimated failure rate comparison
In this approach estimated relative failure rates of components
for both configurations were compared. The relative failure rates
used for this quantitative comparison were derived from J-2 and
SSME component data, edified by appropriate normalization factors
between expander and staged combustor engine configurations.
This method also yielded slightly higher reliabilities for the expander.
The estimated lower failure rate of the expander can be attributed to lower
stresses in the oxidizer system, lower temperatures in the high pressure
turbopump, and deletion of preburners.
The analysis resulted in single engine and propulsion system reliabilities,
as shown in Table 29. The difference in single engine reliabilities between
expander and staged combustor is in the range of 0.06 to 0.12; if a single
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engine reference reliability of 0.9950 is assumed. In a ?ropulsion
system of two engines, this reliability advantage of the expander de-
creases to a range of 0.004 to 0.012.
r	
The conclusions from this reliability comparison were as follows:
At a given time in development, and at the same funding level,
the advanced expander is estimated to be slightly more reliable
than the staged combustor.
The advanced expander reliability advantage is not considered
significant enough to reduce the number of engine development
tests.
Both engine configurations can be developed to the same
reliability.
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SUGGESTED SAFETY AND RELIABILITY APPROACH FOR OTV ENGINES
Based on the task investigation, the following safety and reliability
approach for OTV engines is suggested:
Use Current STS Propulsion System Approach for Safety and Reliability
This approach emphasizes design-to safety and reliability, featuring
thorough safety and reliability analyses of the design and extensive
design verification by test or analysis. Demonstration of numerical
reliability goals (as done for H-1, F-1, J-2) is not considered cost
effective.
Best Propulsion System Concept With Regard to Mission Success and Crew Safety
Mission Success: Two main engines, with either engine capable of mission
completion after the first burn occurred with both engines.
Crew Safety: Two engines with backup propulsion. Either main engine or
the backup propulsion are capable of safely returning the OTV and its crew
from any point in the mission.
The capability of a backup propulsion for crew safety needs to be investi-
gated ;<nd firmly established.
Engine Design Features for Safety and Reliability
The OTV engines should have specific features Lo enhance safety and relia-
bility. Major features are as follows:
Selected Component Redundancy: Sefety critical components should be made
redundant. This includes the controller, igniters and critical flight
instrumentation.
Fail-Safe Components: Fail-safe features, such as valve closure upon loss
of signal, should be incorporated wherever they improve safety and do not
degrade mission success.
Protection against Common Mode Failures: Design protection against common
mode and non-independent failures should be provided to the greatest possible
extent. This includes separation, proper placement, and hardening of vital
components.
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Engine Checkout and Health Monitoring System: The engine design should
include a checkout and health monitoring system which automatically checks
for failures, alerts the crew if redlines are exceeded, and shuts down
the engine prior to the occurrence of hazardous fei.lures.
Engine Cycle Preference: The advanced expander engine was found to be
slightly more reliable than the staged combustion engine at the same
development stage. However, this difference is not considered to be
significant enough to make an engine cycle selection on the basis of
reliability alone.
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MAP
OTV nGINE DEVELOPMENT RISK
Definition of Development Risk
.
	
	 Risk, in general, is defined as the product of probability of failure
times the consequence of failure. Since the probability of failure is
one minus the probability of success, the risk equation is:
R	 ( 1 - pa ) x Cf , where
R	 ris'
ps	probability of success
Cf	consequence of failure
A high risk can therefore either be due to a low probability of success
or a large consequence of failure.
There are two kinds of program development risks, a -zhedule risk and a
cost risk. In the schedule risk, the success probability equals the
t
	
	
probability to achieve a desired schedule at a given budget. The con-
sequence of failure to achieve the program schedule can be defined as a
t
	
	
schedule factor which contains a subjectively or objectively measured
decrease in program utility.
The cost risk includes as probability of success the probability to
achieve the program objectives at a given schedule, and as consequence
a cost factor which measures program cost at the given schedule. The
Phase A Extension Work Statement defines this cost risk as development
risk; therefore, the cost risk was evaluated for the two engine configura-
tions; i.e., for the advanced expander and the staged combustor. The cost
risk was evaluated as a function of attaining slipped and advanced versions
of the respective engine DDT&E schedules.
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The development risk equation can be expressed as follows:
CR - (1 - pa) x Cf , where
CR	 cost risk
ps
	
	probability of achieving DDT&E program objectiveP,
given a schedule
C 	
cost factor, change in DDT&E cost for given schedule
Methodology for Determining Development
 Risk
The development risk was determined for three DDT&E Program schedules:
1. The nominal schedule
2. A schedule advanced by 6 months
3. A schedule slipped by 6 months
The methodology used to obtain quantitative risk results is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 73. The success probabilities and cost changes associated
with the three program schedules were determined in two steps for each
major OTV engine component by the cognizant component engineers. As a
first step, an assessment of potential component problems was performed
for each component considering five technology aspects or risk influences.
This problem assessment resulted in the definition of specific potential
problems, their cures and their potential influence on develpment cost and
schedule. Table 30 presents examples of potential development problems
for three major WBS elements. Based on this assessment, the component
development success probability and required change in effort were esti-
mated for the three program schedules, as the second step. Appendix A
contains the survey form which was used to solicit the opinions of the
cognizant component engineers on which the component risk assessment was
based. The component data wire then combined to determine overall program
probability of success, cost change, and development risk.
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Results of Development Risk Assessment
Figure 74 shows the relative DDTH costs for the 20K staged combustor
and for the 10K advanced expander as a function of DDUE schedule change.
Since both engine configurations have practically the same development
schedule, the cost-versus-schedule curves are of the same shape. The
20K staged combustor cost at the nominal schedule; i.e., at the schedule
presented in Task 6 of Ref. 3, is normalized to one. The IOK advanced
expander has an about 5% lower DDUE cost, as detailed in Vol. II-8.
The costs for both engine configurations do not change
significantly when the schedule is shortened by six months, but increase
rapidly when the schedule is lengthened.
The development risk, shown in Fig. 75, increases substantially if the
schedule is shortened, e.g. more than doubles for a 6-month schedule
compression, and decreases if the schedule is lengthened. Fig. 75 also
indicates that the development risk of the expander is less than that
of the staged combustor at the same schedule.
The reason why the risk increases with a compressed schedule is ex-
plained by Fig. 76, which shows the estimated development success pro-
bability-versus-schedule ch o ages. For shortened schedules, both staged
combustor and expander have significantly decreased success probabilities
which account for the higher development risks noted above. Main reasons
for the lower success probabilities are that any shortening of the schedule
would lead to anticipated difficulties in material procurement, crowding
of test schedules, and overloading of development efforts. Fig. 76 also
shows that the staged combustor has an about 5% lower success probability
compared to the expander at the same development schedule.
The results of the development risk assessment can be summarized as follows:
. The estimated development risk for the 1OK-pound thrust advanced
expander is less than that for the 20K-pound thrust staged combustor.
. The development risk would be reduced by 1/3 for the staged com-
bustor, and by 1/2 for the expander, if the program schedule would
be lengthened by 6 months. The associated program cost increase
would amount to about 14%.
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Shortening the program schedule would produce practically
no change in program costs, but would increase program risk
substantially.
~	 . Major risk drivers for both engine configurations were found
to be: turbomachinery, controls, and engine testing.
The following qualifications are made to the result of the development
risk assessment investigation: though the assessment results are in
quantitative form, they are based on informed, but subjective opinions,
and should only be used as trend indications and as general guide for
judging development risk. The survey form for the cognizant component
engineers was problem-finding oriented and the responses are correspond-
ingly conservative. This is exhibited best by the estimated values for
success probability at nominal schedule which are less tbkn one. In
contrast, the original cost and schedule estimates presented in Tasks 6
and 7 of Reference 3 were success oriented. The lower than 100% develop-
ment success probability ut the Phase A Extension investigation was one
of the factors which led to a reevaluation of the development costs for
the 20K staged combustor as discussed in Volume II-B.
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APPENDIX A
OTV ENGINE DEVELOPMENT RISK SURVEY FORM
OBJECTIVE
Determine influence of schedule changes on component development cost
and on success probability for 20K lb Thrust staged combustion engine
and for 10K lb thrust advanc:l expander engine.
PROCEDURE
Determine the influence of development schedule changes on cost
and the likelihood of success for each major engine component listed
in Table Ai using the following procedure steps, and using the nominal
DDT&E schedules, effort and component development costs for the two
engine configurations:
1. Determine major potential problems for each component technology
aspect shown in the left column of Table A-2.
2. Establish most likely cures or solutions to the potential problems,
and enter in Table A-2.
3. Estimate the incremental effects of the potential problems and most
likely cures on the nominal component DDT&E schedule and the nominal
cost, and enter in Table A-2.
4. Based on the above steps, make the following subjective judgments
and enter them in Table A-3.
a) Success probability (0 to 100%) to keep, lengthen, or shorten
the nominal development schedule by the increments given in
the left column of Table A-3.When estimating the probability
to achieve the development task, consider all DDT&E activities,
i.e., design, analysis, development fabrication, materials and
processes, and testing.
b) Required changes of nominal effort associated with the develop-
ment schedule changes.
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TABLE A-1
MAJOR OTV ENGINE COMPONENTS
Low Pressure Oxygen Turbopump
Low Pressure Hydrogen Turbopump
High Pressure Oxygen Turbopump
High Pressure Hydrogen Turbopump
Ignition Systems for Preburner It Main Chamber
Preburner (for staged combustor only)
Thrust Chamber (including upper nozzle, but excluding igniter and gimbal)
Nozzle Assembly (extendible nozzle and extension/retract.mech.)
Gimbal Assembly
Propellant Valves
Control, Pump and Check Valves
Engine Controller
Instrumentation and Electrical
Heat Exchanger
Propellant Ducts & Lines
Engine Testing
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ITABLE A-3
EFFECT OF SCHEDULE CHANGE ON PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS AND COST
Component Estimated Success Probability Estimated Required
Development for Given Schedule Change in Effort for
Schedule Given Schedule
0 to 100X X of Man-Months
Maintain nominal
Schedule (Fig. 1
to 4) (0-0)
Lengthen schedule
by 6 months)
( d- +6 mo . )
Shorten schedule
by 6 months)
(0- -6 mo.)
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